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2015 — Year of the C64!
We made it! After a short delay (real life
sometimes gets in the way, boo!), the 6th
edition of Reset is finally here to entertain
and inform the C64 loving community! It’s
fair to say that a lot has happened in the
scene since Reset #05, but hopefully we can
give you a good round-up of all of the
activity that has kept us entertained for the
last couple of months and into 2015.
The 2014 RGCD 16kb Cartridge Game Competition
has come and gone since the last edition of
Reset, and once again, it did not disappoint!
There were some truly stunning entries. I
don’t mind saying this over and over - every
entry into the competition is a fantastic
achievement, no matter where the game placed.
Congratulations to all of you, because
producing a game from scratch isn’t an easy
task by any stretch and the time taken doing
the coding, graphics and sound, presentation
and everything in-between is time consuming
and at times very tedious. But, we all
benefit from your hard work and your efforts
keep our amazing scene vibrant and active.
Also, a massive thank-you to James and the
RGCD crew for hosting this fantastic event!
There

have

been

some

passings

in

the

C64

scene and gaming scene in general. It’s
always sad to hear about the death of a
scener or gaming/industry icon, however their
legacy will always live on in what they leave
behind. Creativity is eternal, and like a
classic novel or art masterpiece, if you
create, then you will always be immortalised
by your works and missed by those who enjoy
your efforts. Tributes to these individuals
follow the editorial.
2015 looks to be another strong year for our
beloved breadbin, with the resurgence showing
no signs of slowing down. For every release
we know that is coming, there seems to be a
consistent stream of surprises waiting for us
around the corner, and I wouldn’t have it any
other way. Every new C64 release feels like a
birthday or Christmas present. There are a
stack of games, demos, C64 related albums and
various other projects in the pipeline. We’re
a lucky lot, that’s for sure!
I hope you enjoy the issue. Long(er) live the
C64 and retro computing!
Sincerely,

Unkle K
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Reset Remembers...
Patrick “Axis/Cascade”
1974 - 2014

A demoscene tribute was
released by the remaining
members of Cascade. It is
available at the CSDB.

“He was a very
reliable person
and always very
friendly and
helpful. He
kindly uploaded
many of my own
releases to
YouTube.“

Ralph Baer is credited with
co-designing Simon, in
which the player needs to
repeat light and sound
patterns of increasing length
and difficulty.

On the day of the 22nd of
December,
2014,
Patrick
"Axis/Cascade”, our friend to
the C64 scene, passed away
beyond
every
logic
of
life. It was a big loss for
the C64 scene.
Patrick was only 41 years
old, very young and his death
was
a
big
shock to
his
friends and of course to his
close family.
Patrick was a member of the
Cascade group, both on Amiga
and C64. Furthermore, Patrick
was very active on Facebook
and well known for his fast
delivery of capturing
C64
releases and uploading them
to YouTube. He consistently
uploaded
large
amounts
of demos and intros from the
Amiga and C64 scenes, old and
new releases alike, from a
wide range of years including
the
early
beginnings
and
current demo scene.

From 1987 up to his sudden
death, I had many very nice
chats with Patrick from time
to time and I will fondly
remember my friend as a very
nice, gentle person. He was
always very dedicated to his
activities, uploading as many
C64 and Amiga demo videos as
possible to the TSA Scene
channel (the channel is still
active
by
the
way)
on
YouTube.
He was a very
reliable person and always
very friendly and helpful. He
kindly uploaded many of my
own releases to YouTube.
I miss him, not only for the
nice chats, but I was always
waiting for the new uploads
from
Patrick.
It’s
not
obvious and practical that
everybody who loves the C64
uses
emulators
or
even
better, real hardware to run
all the newest releases from
CSDB. YouTube is a great way
for people unable to use
these platforms to experience
these
releases.
I
think
Patrick was really the first
person who took the uploading
of C64 releases as a life
project
and
many
people
outside and inside the scene
got the chance to enjoy C64
miracles by his captures.
I
would
like
to
finish
by sending big condolences to
Patrick’s family and to all
of his friends. Rest in peace
dear Patti.

R.I.P.

Alex “Dr.j” Goldblat.
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Ralph Baer
1922 - 2014
RESET is saddened to hear of the passing
of Ralph Baer in December 2014. Whilst
his work in the games arena was small,
it was paramount in laying the course
for what we have today.
His work in creating the Brown Box commercialised as the Magnavox Odyssey,
paved the way for other systems, leading
to the rise of the games industry, which
helped the C64 become one of the most
popular computers in history.
It all began with the seemingly obvious
(now, anyway!) idea to play a game on a
television set. With a four page
proposal, Ralph was able to secure a
US$2500 grant. With two other engineers,
the “Brown Box” prototype was developed
in 1967. From that moment, video gaming
was born.

Whilst his gaming inventions were only a
small part of his wider career - they
are easily what he is best known for.
Ralph also had a hand in developing
other popular electronic gaming devices,
including Simon, which was released by
Milton Bradley in 1978.
In 2004, Ralph was awarded the National
Medal of Technology by then American
President George W. Bush, for "his
ground-breaking and pioneering creation,
development and commercialization of
interactive video games, which spawned
related uses, applications, and megaindustries in both the entertainment and
education realms".
Ralph Baer died aged 96 years. Rest in
Peace, Ralph, and thanks for your hard
work which kickstarted everything.

R.I.P.
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Reset Mix-i-Disk
The Mix-i-disk is Reset’s very own
cover disk, which is available as a
free download or as an optional
physical disk for subscribers of the
Reset Special Edition.

Blocks (Full Game)
Push the blocks to their
designated locations. 40
levels of brain busting
a c t i o n .
F u l l
instructions
are
included in game.

Reset #06 Intro 2015 Reset Magazine Staff
Once again produced by our good friends
Dr.J
(code),
Shine
(graphics)
and
Celticdesign (music), we are proud to
present our brand new intro for Reset #06.
Enjoy!

Monsters (Full Game)
A nice Pacman clone from
Protovision. Collect all
of the stars without
getting caught by the
monsters.

It’s Magic II (Preview)
Classic
platform
jump
and
run
action!
Featuring
fast
and
smooth
scrolling
with
layers of parallax, hires sprites and plenty
of diamonds to collect! Can you help Tom
save Dream Island?
Break 64 Preview 2015 Wanax/Saul Cross
An exclusive preview and first look at a
nice new Breakout clone from Wanax and
Saul Cross.

Ice Guys (Preview)
Ice Guys is a single
screen platformer with
similarities
to
games
such as Bubble Bobble
and Snow Bros! Featuring
full screen multicolour
bitmap graphics, digi-tunes and plenty of
power-ups to collect. A modern classic!

Bomb Mania (Preview)

Protovision Pack
Protovision have been kind enough to
provide us with two full commercial games
(never before released for free) and three
previews.

A special two player
only preview of Bomb
Mania, arguably the best
Bomberman clone on the
C64!
The
full
four
player game was reviewed
to glowing praise in Reset #04. Absolutely
classic multiplayer action!

http://cloud.cbm8bit.com/resetc64/
Reset06_mixidisk.zip

Issue #05, November 2014
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RGCD 16kb Cartridge Game
Development Competition 2014
Once again, the results are in for the 2014 16kb RGCD
Cartridge Game Development Competition! Closing on December
7, 2014, there were a monumental 17 entries submitted from
both new & experienced C64 coders! Congratulations are in
order to Antonio Savona for winning with P0 Snake!
If you happen to be interested in reading the full low-down
with the feedback about each of the games from the judges,
you can check out the official results disk put out by RGCD,
which you can download from: http://csdb.dk/release/?
id=136770
Also, if you want to see them all in action, you can check
out Rob’s two-part series at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IRL3f43Vp94
“New games on the C64
are AMAZING and I tip
my not-inconsiderable
hat to anyone able to
craft a playable C64
game, let alone turn
it into a cart image
and get it submitted
in time for a
competition. Every
RGCD entry is a
winner in my eyes.”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p77g-GaIuK4

Results
Position:
points)

#1

(86.333

Game: P0 Snake
Developer: Antonio Savona
Musician: Ald
Comment: A one button take on
Snake, where you need to move
through each of the levels, and
collect the pills by carefully
managing your movement between
moving clockwise and counterclockwise by carefully tapping
the
fire
button.
Excellent
presentation including speech!

Developer: Lazycow
Author: Matthias Bock
Musician: Saul Cross
Comments: Fantastic beat ‘em up
from the author of Powerglove.
Fight your way through the
flick-screen fortress and try
to retrieve the four magic
scrolls.

***
This year, RGCD released the
competition results as a
downloadable C64 disk
magazine, complete with
comments from the judges.
A very nice idea!

Position:
points)

#3

(74.583

Game: Voivod Attack
Author: Achim Volkers
Musician: Taxim
***

Position: #2 (76 points)
Game: Tiger Claw

Comments: Another blaster, and
this time you’re tasked with
taking
out
a
giant
space
station
by
blasting
the
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enemies to pieces, and collecting the
bombs they drop, then launching those onto
the Steam Engine in the centre of the
station. Slickly presented, and a good
challenge for the shmup fans out there!

Comments:
Console-style
RPG’s
aren’t
common on the C64, so it’s great to have
one here. Explore the land, fight the
monsters, and retrieve the four crystals
to win. Well presented, and with quite a
large number of rooms for the size.

***
Position: #4 (72.916 points)
Game: Pixel City Skater
Developer: Hokuto Force
Author: Luigi Vicari
Musician: Gaetano Chiummo
Comments: A fun one-button skating game,
based on a mobile game. Time your little
skater’s jumps to avoid the obstacles
whilst grooving out to the great music.
Starts off easy, but certainly gets tough
once you’re a few screens in.

***
Position: #6 (66.416 points)
Game: Fickle
Developer/Author: Malcolm Tyrrell
Comment: A one-button maze game all the
way from the VIC-20! Navigate the maze by
flipping your character between red and
green and hitting the right spinners to
reach the heart at the end of the maze.

***
***
Position: #5 (72.583 points)
Game: Penultimate Fantasy
Author: Georg Rottensteiner (Endurion)
Musician: Twoflower

Position: #7 (61.833 points)
Game: C-2048
Developer: P1x3l.net
Author: Alex
Musician: Taxim
Comment: Something a little cerebral with
a conversion of the well known number
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matching indie hit. Slide the blocks
around to match the numbers and see if you
can get a pair all the way up to 2048. The
game features some very nice presentation,
with attractive graphics and a stellar
soundtrack by Taxim. Puzzle fans will find
a lot to like here, even if it has all
been done before.

Comments: Another puzzler, and this time
you need to match pairs of Toys to clear
the screen. Whilst a little more sedate
compared to other games, this certainly
requires you to get your thinking cap on.
Toyz is a nicely presented game with a
sound concept. A quality entry.

***
***
Position: #8 (56.833 points)
Game: Paper Plane 64
Developer: Roy Fielding (Roysterini)
Musician: Abaddon
Comment: Straight from Issue 5’s Mix-idisk is the charming avoid ‘em up. Descend
through the world, and keep your paper
plane away from the obstacles as long as
possible. Great presentation and a rocking
SID tune make this one quite good fun!

***
Position: #9 (54.666 points)
Game: Toyz
Developer: Pyramidenkopf

Position: #10 (42.666)
Game: Aviator Arcade
Developer: Hindsbosoft
Author: Mark Hindsbo
Musician: Richard Bayliss
Comment: A vertically scrolling shmup in
which you pilot a helicopter and blast
your way through waves of enemy tanks,
planes and other enemy vehicles. Very
slickly put together, and provides a great
challenge.
Great
to
see
this
being
extended upon for a sequel as well, as
it’s one which was a lot of fun to play!
An early preview of this game was shown on
the Lemon forums, with Richard Bayliss
stepping in to help with the music and
scener Redcrab helping out with some
additional graphics.
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***
Position: #10 (42.666 points)
Game: Tutti Frutti 64 (42.666 points)
Developer: Mayday!
Author/Musician: Spider Jerusalem
Comments:
Tied
10th
place
in
the
competition with Aviator Arcade, Tutti
Frutti is a snapshot of an adaptation of a
Commodore 16 game by Shaun Southern, which
is a bit of a cross between Mr. Do &
Pingo. Nice colourful graphics, and a
jolly tune help make this an arcade style
gem worth playing. The extended version
(reviewed elsewhere this issue) completes
the package with extra polish and some bug
fixes.

collecting the pickups lying about) and
complete each level by grabbing each of
the gems located in the large maze.

***
Position: #12 (37.116)
Game: Brick Buster
Developer: Software of Sweden
Author: Ronny Nordqvist
Musician: NVitia
Comment: A fun & well presented take on
the
classic
Breakout/Arkanoid
formula.
Bash the bricks, collect the power-ups and
score as high as possible, all whilst
trying to clear each level before the
clock runs out. The original competition
release
was
joystick
only,
though
a
welcome update was released with Paddle
support - just how these types of games
are meant to be played!

***
Position: #11 (40.116 points)
Game: Brilliant Maze
Author: Geir Straume
Musician: Sean Connolly

***
Position: #13 (34.833 points)
Game: Falling
Developer:
Author: Wanax
Musician: Saul Cross

Comment: Navigate the maze, outwit the
meanies (through careful navigation, or by

Comment: A challenging descending down the
tower game. Bounce your ball down the
tower, keeping it on screen and avoiding
the spikes and hazards, whilst collecting
the bonuses for points. Simple concept,
one button jumping action to keep your
ball out of trouble! Not for the feint of
heart though, as the game is extremely
difficult and has a punishing learning
curve! Author Wanax coded this game while
taking a break from the amazing looking
and highly anticipated Rocky Memphis. This
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game also marks graphician/musician Saul
Cross’ second entry in the competition
after working on Tiger Claw with Lazycow.

hazards! This game has an interesting
development
story.
The
concept
and
original graphics were devised by Wayne
Wommersly years ago. The original coder
lost his work on the game in a hard drive
crash and then Richard Bayliss stepped in,
saving the day by re-coding the game from
scratch.

***
Position: #14 (32.75 points)
Game: Mini Arcade Climax
Developer: Bamse
Comment: A throwback to the first game the
author played - this is quite a fun
handheld style game. Move your character
from side to side, grabbing the wrench and
then returning with it to fix the pipe.

***

Result: #16 (24.5 points)
Game: Race
Developer: Steffen Goerzig
Comments: Up to 8 (yes, 8!) players can
join in on this one. Race across the
horizontally scrolling course, avoiding
obstacles while trying to get to the end
in the shortest possible time.

***
Position: #15 (29.75 points)
Game: Honey Bee Redux
Developer: The New Dimension
Author: Richard Bayliss
Musician: Yogibear
Comment: Fly through the garden, avoiding
the insects and the obstacles, to recover
the pollen and get it back to your hive.
It starts off simple, but gets quite
tricky later on from the combinations of

Our Thoughts
Unkle K
In my old age, I'm a sucker for quick pick
up and play games. Entries such as Paper
Plane and PO Snake are right up my alley.
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Sure, there is a learning curve but the
core gameplay is simplicity in itself. The
fact is that personal leisure time, in
these days of family and work obligations,
makes it hard to spend time on games that
actually require it. Both of these games
provide the perfect opportunity for a
quick blast. Offering slick presentation
and tight controls, as well as fun but
punishing difficulty curves, these are my
favourite two games of the competition.
They
both
rely
on
simple
gameplay
mechanics yet couldn't be more different.
They embody the whole point of the
competition in the first place - small,
slick and fun! I recommend you give these
two a good go.
Endurion's Penultimate Fantasy is lovingly
crafted and charming little adventure game
with RPG mechanics. There's nothing there
that is going to challenge the grey matter
too much, but it's nice to see a simple,
Final Fantasy'ish RPG appearing on our
beloved breadbin. It's easy to get into,
battles are fun and there appears to be
plenty to see and do. I'm a sucker for
this type of thing and I'm sure it's not
going to take me 100+ hours to complete
either! I'm looking forward to giving it
the time it so obviously deserves.
Congratulations to all the entrants on
what is an amazing achievement. You have
done us proud, again!
1.
2.
3.

P0 Snake
Paper Plane
Penultimate Fantasy

Rob
The RGCD compo is a great avenue for new
C64 games, providing a great yearly focus
for the scene within some tight limits for
creativity. This year’s entries were a
great mix of original games, as well as
conversions from other platforms. Even
more surprising was the focus on games
with simple one-button controls, games
which are even easier to pick-up and play
than
most
other
retro
titles!
But out of all them, it’s P0 Snake which
really topped the list for me. Tight and
easy controls, and simple, but challenging
gameplay taking full advantage of the

C64’s hardware make a game which I know
I’ll be going back to for a quick fix.
I also enjoyed both Voivod Attack &
Aviator Arcade, but Voivod takes the
runner up place for having a little more
for it with the additional mechanic of
having to add the Steam Engine, as well as
more varied attack waves.
Finally,
I
found
myself
incredibly
engrossed
by
Toyz.
Like
all
great
puzzlers, it takes a rather simple concept
and slowly builds up its level to have
devious levels of difficulty. Combine that
with a charming aesthetic and you have one
that you’ll be going back to.
1.
2.
3.

P0 Snake
Voivod Attack
Toyz

Ant
New games on the C64 are AMAZING and I tip
my not-inconsiderable hat to anyone able
to craft a playable C64 game, let alone
turn it into a cart image and get it
submitted in time for a competition. Every
RGCD entry is a winner in my eyes.
A real stand-out game for me was P0 Snake.
It's Snake but with a wonderful singlebutton
control
scheme,
simple
yet
beautiful graphics, speech and I COULD NOT
STOP PLAYING THIS GAME.
Likewise C-2048. This C64 conversion is
slick
and
everything
just
clicks
aesthetically.
Oh,
and
the
tune
is
perfect.
Paper Plane, another conversion, is also
brilliant. Shining with polish, tight
controls, gorgeous graphics and bastard
hard. I love it despite the fact I died
over and over and over and over…
I'm usually not a big fan of puzzle games
but Toyz won my heart with its amazing
attract
screen,
cute
art
style
and
devious,
Sokoban-like
gameplay.
Some
screens seem impossible until you start
kicking toys around and you have a Eureka!
moment.
1.
2.
3.

P0 Snake
Toyz
Paper Plane
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News

The FastLoaders are set to kick
your arse with Last Ninja
remakes played live at Back in
Time Brighton ’15.

Mass Storage!

Kickstarted!

Two new storage devices for
the C64 have recently been
revealed.

C64Audio.com’s Back in Time
Brighton ‘15 Kickstarter has
come
and
gone,
being
successfully funded on the 9th
March. The event is a live
concert featuring a host of
SID
themed
musicians
and
bands, to be held on Saturday
20th June, 2015 in Brighton,
UK. Hosted by C64 SID legend
Ben Daglish, the lineup also
includes
SID
supergroup
Sid80’s, popular Danish
SID
tribute band PRESS PLAY ON
TAPE,
Last
Ninja
tribute
warriors
FastLoaders
and
a
ho st
of
s pe ci al
gu es ts
including Matt Gray, Jon Hare
and
Chris
Huelsbeck.
Generously sponsored by C64
game publishers Psytronik and
Protovision, Back in Time ‘15
should be a killer event!

Princess C64SD3.0 is a SD2IEC
device
with
TAP
support.
Compatible with the C64, Vic20
and Plus4, the device features
the usual SD2IEC functionality
with the addition of full
dattasette
emulation.
Available now from Manosoft
for €83.
http://www.manosoft.it/

Check This Out!
Tess & Tel - Buy The
Sky (official music
video)
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=xVxEJjtH_10

Uncle & the Bacon
(Cybernoid 2 bigband cover)
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=E0G5LJ83cBc

UK 1541 is a real-time drive
emulator compatible with the
C64
that
plugs
into
the
computer’s user port. Included
with the unit is a 2,2” LCD
sc re en
a nd
re mo t e.
The
firmware is upgradeable and it
features a fully navigational
graphic user menu and various
LED indicators. Although not
yet publicly available, the
device has been given a full
review at Indie Retro News.

https://www.kickstarter.com/
projects/c64audio/back-in-timebrighton-15-live-stage-show-of-c64
-mu/

https://www.facebook.com/
uk1541drive

For all the girls who are
offended by the 2015
Retroinvaders calendar, this
one is for you!

C64, Amiga and Atari chip
musician Dave Lowe aka Uncle
Art has an active Kickstarter
campaign to fund a new double
album called A Temporal Shift.
The album will contain a range
of remakes from Dave’s back
catalogue of game tunes from
back in the day, and may even
fe at ur e
sa mp le s
of
the
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original chip tunes in the remakes. The
album itself will be released on both CD
and vinyl with original artwork.
There is a fantastic interview with Dave
and Holly (Dave’s daughter and project
partner) on Paul Morrison’s They Were Our
Gods
website
about
the
project.
The
campaign ends April 22nd, 2015.
https://www.kickstarter.com/
projects/278860000/uncle-art-elite-iiorchestral-and-retrogaming-musi

Project Sidologie
A mysterious Facebook page has appeared to
promote
a
new
joint
project
from
C64Audio.com and Marcel Donne. Not much is
known yet except that the album will be
Kickstarter
funded,
feature
art
from
Trevor Storey, and, according to Chris
Abbott, is “amazing sounding”. Keep an eye
on the page for any future details.
https://www.facebook.com/Sidologie

Hints & Tips - The Album
Hewson Consultants have recently released
the companion album to their upcoming
Kickstarter backed book - Hints & Tips for
Videogame Pioneers. The digital album
features
SID
remakes
from
artists
including Jeroen Tel, Matt Gray, Ben
Daglish and PRESS PLAY ON TAPE. The album
has been made available exclusively to
Kickstarter backers, however Hewson plan
to release it as a physical CD available
for purchase from their webpage in the
very near future. You can also pre-order
the book from the site.
http://www.hewsonconsultants.com/

Retroinvaders
The
annual
C64
themed
Retroinvaders
calendar is once again available, this
time with a rather saucy girls of the C64
theme. If this is your thing, the calendar
is available for download from the CSDB.
http://csdb.dk/release/?id=135799
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Games Scene
Commercial

informing Reset that both
will be out “soon”, although
getting
the
P s y tr o n i k
webpage
finished
is
a
priority at the moment.

Things were a little quiet
at
Psytronik
over
the
European winter as Kenz took
a
short
break.
Now
the
weather
is
warming
up,
Psytronik is coming out of
hibernation and things are
really beginning to move.

http://www.psytronik.net/
http://binaryzone.org/retrostore/

After the new VAT MOSS laws
resulted in the Binary Zone
Store taking take down all
of their digital downloads
and actually shutting down
for a short while, the site
is now back online and in
full swing with Binary Zone
Store 2.0 coming online in
January 2015. Kenz is now
working on the new Psytronik
website, which is due to be
relaunched in March 2015.
As
far
as
releases
go,
Psytronik
released
Rocket
Smash Ex in the usual tape
and disk versions (budget
and premium) in early 2015.
Upcoming
releases
include
Richard
Bayliss’
X-Force
(first
released
on
the
Commodore
Format
Archives
PowerPack
#63)
and
Alf
Yngve’s
Kung
Fu
Maniacs
Trilogy. The unreleased 3000
Kung Fu Maniacs! In the Dojo
of Doom features in the
compilation. Both of these
new releases will feature
Oliver Frey artwork on the
covers and will also launch
a new range of packaging for
Psyrtonik called the Premium
Plus Range. Knight ‘N Grail
Premium Edition and Maze of
the Mummy are also pending
releases,
with
Kenz

RGCD have been very busy
with
their
2014
16kb
Cartridge Games Competition,
releasing the results of the
competition in disk magazine
format,
c o m p l et e
with
written feedback from the
judges.
Rocket Smash EX was released
in January. It is the first
game to be released on a
brand new, 64Kb PCB produced
by Shareware Plus, with a
transparent
orange/red
cartridge
shell
and
illuminated
by
an
LED.
Released in standard and
deluxe
versions
and
featuring
some
stunning
cover
art
from
Flemming

Dupont. The deluxe version
also comes complete with an
assortment of stickers and
an A3 Rocket Smash poster.
The cartridge version of
Rocket Smash also features a
hidden Easter Egg game coded
by legendary chip musician 4
-Mat. RGCD are such nice
people that they have even
made the game available as a
‘Name
Your
Own
Price’
download (along with Super
Bread Box and C64anabalt) in
both C64 Cartridge and PC
executable
formats,
from
their itch.io page. How’s
that for a great deal?

Also due for release soon
are
two
new
cartridges,
Trance Sector Ultimate
by
Richard
Bayliss
and
Gravitrix from Robot Riot
Games.
Trance
Sector
Ultimate
is
an
enhanced
version of Richard’s manic
single screen shooter Trance
Sector.
The
game
now
includes new graphics from
Saul Cross, a new front end
and
remixed
music.
The
cartridge will be limited to
75
units,
and
will
be
released soon after it is
first launched at Gubbdata
in March. Gravitrix will be
the first cartridge released
by RGCD using a brand new
4Mbit
PCB.
The
gravity
themed puzzler is packed
with 6 unique worlds and a
total
of
120
levels.
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Gravitrix
will
also
be
released
on
disk
by
Psytronik and should be out
in the coming months.
RGCD are planning several
other releases this year,
including
some
enhanced
versions of games from the
cartridge competition. Stay
tuned!
http://www.rgcd.co.uk/

participating
amongst
others.
The
competition
deadline is 31st July.

Commodore Format Power Pack
#64
Commodore
Format
Archives
have released their final
PowerPack.
Featuring
five
full games, it’s an absolute
cracker too. Included are
Tutti Frutti, Assembloids,
Not Even Human, Scramble and
Phase Out. It’s a shame that
that #64 will be the last
one, but what an appropriate
number to go out on!
https://
commodoreformat.wordpress.com/yeppower-pack-64-is-here/

Games Scene News
Forum
64
Adventure
Competition

Game

The Forum 64 game coding
competition is on, with the
theme
being
‘adventures’.
The topic itself is quite
broad and includes anything
from arcade adventures, text
adventures to RPG’s. The
competition deadline is 31st
July. So far there have been
some
high
profile
names
confirming
entries,
including Georg ‘Endurion’
Rottensteiner,
Martin
‘Enthusi’ Wendt and Oliver
‘Veto’
Lindau
all

C64 SEUCK compo 2015
Richard has extended the
deadline
for
his
annual
SEUCK compo to 30th April
2015. Once again, the grand
prize
is
to
have
your
creation fully enhanced by
Richard,
including
music,
front end, high score table,
power ups and a loading
picture.
So
far,
some
stunning
e n t r ie s
have

already been revealed and we
look forward to seeing even
more.
Compo
rules
and
conditions can be found on
the TND homepage.
http://tnd64.unikat.sk/

Other News
Richard Bayliss has been
very busy working on an
enhanced
version
of
his
charming RGCD compo entry,
Honey Bee. The new version
will feature a new front
end, intro and end sequence,
bonus stages and high score
table. You can read more
about the game at the TND
Blog.

Scene group Nostalgia are
still hard at work on their
enhanced version of Ghosts
N’ Goblins. The full list of
enhancements
is
rather
extensive, but the game will
now include all six levels
from
the
arcade
game,
improved controls, new level
graphics and sprites, game
intro
and
game
over
sequences
as
well
as
converted music from the
arcade and brand new tunes
from
GRG
and
Laxity.
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Nostalgia don’t want to give
too much away, but we can
say that we’ve played a
preview
build
with
everything in place except
the new sound and Ghost N’
Goblins fans are in for a
real
treat!
The
full
enhanced game will be out
soon.

cartridge
2015.

image

late

in

http://csdb.dk/release/?
id=134625

Coyboy Duel Junior,
Data-Land, 5/12/2014
New edition of Cowboy Duel
with three additional (and
easier) computer characters
to fight against. Another
wonderful game from DataLand which includes some
atmospheric tunes by Richard
Bayliss.
http://csdb.dk/release/?
id=135130

Moonspire Preview,
Victory, 24/11/2014

Freeware Game Releases
and Previews
Laberinto,
Sputnik World, 10/11/2014

Nice preview of an upcoming
shooter. Has an old school
feel to it. Looks to be very
promising if finished!
http://csdb.dk/release/?
id=134827

Retail version of the 2013
game Labyrinth. Simple and
atmospheric, the player must
explore the Labyrinth and
find
five
spell
keys.
Unfortunately, this version
still has no in-game sound!
http://csdb.dk/release/?
id=134482

$2000-#3fff,
ianh, 8/12/2014
Unusual game in which the
player
must
stop
the
missiles from bugging out
the C64. Game is over when
the game crashes. Gets quite
frantic!

Blackjack AKA Twenty-One,
Data-Land, 5/12/2014

http://ludumdare.com/compo/
ludum-dare-31/?
action=preview&uid=1496

Really
nice
version
of
Blackjack
from
Data-Land,
with plenty of options. Play
against a computer or human
opponent. Also includes a
Plus4 version.
http://csdb.dk/release/?
id=135131

Rocky Memphis Preview 2,
Wanax, 18/11/2014
Second
preview
showcasing
new
rooms
for
Wanax’s
conversion of Rocky Memphis.
Wanax plans to release the
full game as a freeware

Star Trek TNG - Klingon
Invasion,
Jason Orriss, 13/12/2014
Nice
Star
Trek
themed
strategy game, written in
basic. Stop those Klingons!
http://csdb.dk/release/?
id=135390
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joystick or various
Commodore light-guns.

types

of

http://csdb.dk/release/?
id=135693

The Adventures of Alain,
Shaun Pearson, 25/12/2014

Tutti Frutti 64,
Mayday!, 31/12/2014

Enhanced
sideways
SEUCK
effort.
Nice
presentation
and excellent graphics.

Bug Fixes and enhancements
compared to the original
RGCD compo release. A nice
conversion from the original
Plus4
game
by
Shaun
Southern,
featuring
old
school arcade gameplay, with
nice graphics and sound.

http://csdb.dk/release/?
id=135590

Melting Trail,
Iceout, 25/12/2014

Battle Khaos II,
Tinnitus, 30/12/2014
A very well presented and
polished
“multiplayer
strategic wargame” where up
to four players can battle
it out. The author describes
it as “Magic: The Gathering
smeared with a thick layer
of Dark Legions and a big
helping of Julian Gallop’s
Chaos”.
http://csdb.dk/release/?
id=135708

A variation of Snake. This
one has the player avoiding
its own trail which melts
over time. Try to beat your
previous high score!

Brick Buster!,
Software of Sweden, 1/1/2015

http://csdb.dk/release/?
id=135586

Assembloids Basic,
Steveboy, 31/12/2014

Shootin’ Putin,
Data-Land, 29/12/2014
Funny
which

target
can be

practise
game
played with a

http://csdb.dk/release/?
id=135730

Assembloids, in basic. You
have to move the various
pieces
together
to
make
faces, before the timer runs
out. An interesting coding
exercise and a very slick
game
considering
the
limitations of basic!
http://csdb.dk/release/?
id=135893

An enhanced version of the
original RGCD compo release.
This version includes paddle
support and bug fixes. A
nice
game
which
looks,
sounds and plays very well.
http://csdb.dk/release/?
id=135756
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Penultimate Fantasy V1.1,
Endurion, David Eriksson,
Twoflower, 1/1/2015
V1.1 fixes some small bugs
from the original RGCD compo
entry.
A
great,
compact
sized RPG adventure from
Endurion and friends, that
emulates the spirit of the
early Final Fantasy games.

as
some
tweaks.

slight

in-game

http://csdb.dk/release/?
id=136115

C64hess—Chess Puzzles,
Chessforeva, 8/2/2015

http://csdb.dk/release/?
id=135740

Scramble V1.1,
Tomk, 25/1/2015

Gigablast,
Alf Yngve, 1/1/2015
Alf’s first entry into the
2015 TND SEUCK compo. A
vertically scrolling shooter
with giant sprites.

Fantastic conversion of the
1981 Konami arcade game.
There have been plenty of
attempts over the years, but
thes one is the best by far!
The overall look and feel of
the original game has been
retained and the gameplay
remains true to the original
arcade game.

Solve a series of previously
published chess puzzles by
setting
the
king
to
checkmate, in up to three
moves. Nicely presented and
good interface. One for the
chess
fanatics
and
brainiacs!
http://csdb.dk/release/?
id=136428

http://csdb.dk/release/?
id=136200

http://csdb.dk/release/?
id=136839

Pac Man Arcade Preview,
Hokuto Force, 15/2/2015

Zombie Terror,
Kabuto Factory, 3/2/2015

Xain’D Sleena,
Sputnik World, 20/1/2015
Sputnik
World’s
retail
version
of
their
2014
released
conversion.
This
special
TAP
version
now
contains
a
nice
loading
screen with music, as well

Kaboto
Factory’s
newest
multi-format game has the
player mapping locations and
slaying zombies in seemingly
random encounters. A nice
little
game
written
in
basic. One for the mappers
and adventure lovers!
http://csdb.dk/release/?
id=136318

An early preview of a new
Pac Man clone. Graphics are
great but the game is barely
playable
in
its
current
state. Would like to see
this one develop as it shows
plenty of promise early on.
http://csdb.dk/release/?
id=136583
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Mini-Review

S-F-S,
Shaun Pearson, 18/2/2015

Carrera F1,
Data-Land, 14/3/2015

Shaun’s entry into the 2015
SEUCK creation competition is a
great looking Commando variant.
Plays very well!
http://csdb.dk/release/?
id=136840

Twist It,
Virtual Dimension, 28/2/2015

Snatch McBlagger,
Alf Yngve, 24/2/2015
Alf’s second entry into the
2015 SEUCK compo sees us
taking
control
of
vile
criminal Snatch McBlagger,
in his attempt to escape
prison and partake in an
epic crime spree!

Another
tile
m a tc h i n g
puzzler in which the player
needs to manipulate rows and
columns to match three or
more objects together. A
familiar yet sound concept,
however
the
gameplay
is
considerably slowed down due
to the game being written in
basic.
http://csdb.dk/release/?
id=136830

Shoot or Die,
Tommy Nine, 13/3/2015

Fun basic game which tries
to confuse the brain by
flashing colours onto the
screen, but with a different
colour written over it. The
player must identify the
colours correctly.
http://csdb.dk/release/?
id=136828

Controls
are
simple.
Joystick
up
accelerates,
while centering the joystick
breaks. In true slot car
fashion, taking the corners
too quickly causes your car
to spin out (at least it
doesn’t fly off the track,
like mine used too back in
the day).
Multiplayer is where the
game shines, and I dare say
there will be some epic
sessions at computer meets
and demo parties.

http://csdb.dk/release/?
id=136841

Color Confusion,
Prof Pi2, 28/2/2015

Data-Land,
AKA
Jörg
Heyltjes, and his release
l a b e l
T e c h n i s c h e
Maschinenfabrik
have
been
quite prolific over the last
5 years, producing many fine
conversions
and
a
few
original games too. Carrera
F1 is the latest release and
this time we have a Carrera
slot car simulator.

A
previously
unreleased
SUECK game, pulled from time
for the 2015 SEUCK compo.
Apparently
completed
way
back in 1988!
http://csdb.dk/release/?
id=136981

Packaged with a German and
English manual, as well as a
very early preview of the
game (from way back in the
year 2000), Data-Land proves
once again that he has what
it takes to produce free,
simple and most importantly,
fun games for the C64.
7/10
Unkle K
http://csdb.dk/release/?
id=136990
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Coming Soon!
Game

Developer

Publisher

3000 Kung-Fu Maniacs*

Alf Yngve

Psytronik

Armalyte II

Cyberdyne Systems

?

Atlantian

Smila/Achim

Psytronik

Barnsley Badger

Smila

Psytronik

Blob

Prime Suspect/Saul Cross

?

Catnipped

Smila/Endurion

Psytronik

CBM Asteroids*

Commocore

Commocore

Crimson Twilight

Arkanix Labs

TBA

Cryme

Commocore

Commocore

Electro Gates

Hokuto Force

?

Faster Than Light

Faque

?

Fire Frenzy

Babyduckgames

?

Ghosts N’ Goblins Arcade

Nostalgia

Freeware

Gravibots

RetroSouls

Freeware

Gravitrix*

Robot Riot Games

RGCD/Psytronik

Hessian

Lasse Oorni

?

Honey Bee Enhanced

TND

Psytronik

Hyperion

Smila/Endurion

Psytronik

Immensity

Dév

?

Imogen

John CL/Saul Cross

?

Jam It*

Throwback Games

RGCD/Psytronik Sports

Jumpy 64

Roy Fielding

?

Lawless Legends

?

?

Maze of the Mummy*

Magic Cap

Psytronik

Oolong

?

?

Outrage

Cosmos Designs/?

Protovision

Pac-It

Protovision

Protovision

Pharaoh’s Return

Lazycow

?

Pushover

Magic Cap

?

Rocky Memphis

Wanax

Freeware

SEUDS 4

Alf Yngve

Psytronik

Steel Duck

Commocore

Commocore

Super Carling the Spider

?

Psytronik

Trance Sector Ultimate*

TND Games

RGCD

Ultimate Newcomer

CID

Protovision

USSR League

Commocore

Commocore

Wonderland

Endurion

Psytronik

* Release imminent
Every effort has been made to make this list as accurate as possible. Please support the developers and
publishers by sending them messages of support and buying their games when released.
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High Scoring Heroes!
http://cbm8bit.com/highscores/
Avenger

Creatures II

Le Mans

1982 Commodore

1992 Thalamus

1982 Commodore

#1 - howlinalan (7820)

#1 - macc (43700)

#1 - reflectiveroot (214800)

#2 - hellfire64 (6890)

#2 - dink (34335)

#2 - gameznut (139060)

#3 - ?

#3 - hellfire64 (7695)

#3 - mitchfrenzal (56970)

Delta
1987 Thalamus

#1 - macc (176110)
#2 - gameznut (146120)
#3 - el_pasi (29840)

Tapper

Canabalt
2012 Mr Sid

1984 US Gold

#1 - gameznut (6382)

#1 - gameznut (193325)

#2 - endurion (6041)

#2 - howlinalan (189325)

#3 - cabman (4555)

#3 - yaztromo (182650)

Donkey Kong Junior
2015 Mr Sid

#1 - thrash75 (326000)
#2 - macc (308600)
#3 - sys64738 (245300)

Paper Plane

Commando Arcade

2014 Roy Fielding

2014 Nostalgia

#1 - roysterini (428)

#1 - hammerhead (135700)

#2 - resetc64 (168)

#2 - mitchfrenzal (128300)

#3 - hedning (116)

#3 - shinjide (108500)

Get’em DX
2013 Psytronik

#1 - gameznut (780595)
#2 - endurion (52997)
#3 - mitchfrenzal (45355)

Post your high scores at
http://cbm8bit.com/highscores/

for inclusion in the next
issue of Reset to be a High
Scoring Hero.. And
remember, no cheating!
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Blast From the Past
Oo’er Magazines! By Alex Boz
Video gaming magazines may become a thing of the past, but
in the 80s and 90s they were thriving publications, full of
information for gamers hungry for news, interviews, reviews
& previews. The words contained within these magazines were
the lifeblood for readers wanting to be connected and up to
date on the goings on in the industry and their particular
system(s) of choice.

Fan produced magazines, such
as Commodore Zone, kept the
C64 spirit alive long after the
final issue of Commodore
Format... And now you have
Reset, you lucky things!

Go64! From CSW Verlag in
Germany. The last
commercially produced C64
magazine, which ceased
production in the mid 2000’s.
There was even an English
language version for a while!

The magazines were household titles and the British seemed
to have had a monopoly on churning out quality publications
– from their mesmerising covers to their ribald humour,
there were many ingredients that endeared us to their
magazines. I vividly recall rushing to the newsagent every
month to grab the latest Zzap!64 (or simply just, Zzap!),
Your Commodore, Your 64, Commodore Format and C&VG
(Computer and Video Games). The cover price wasn’t cheap
and they were three months old by the time they reached our
Australian shores, but goddamn they were worth every cent
(and the wait)! Who could forget Yob ripping into the
punters that dared to send in mail - absolutely priceless!
I tried reading a few US based magazines, with the
exception of RUN, I found the rest to be too serious, too
dry and devoid of humour and fun, so, for me anyway, the
British magazines reigned supreme in this part of the world
in the 80s and early 90s.

Zzap! and Commodore Format, the two British heavy weight C64 gaming
mags of the late 80’s and early 90’s. Never had there been such a rivalry
since Rocky and Drago!
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I knew it was going to be interesting when
I posed the question of “what was your
favourite C64 related magazine” to the
Reset team. Once the dust settled and the
passionate
discussions
quietened
down,
this is what each of them had to say about
their favourite old school magazines:

Rob Caporetto: As a kid, I missed out on
the
golden
age
of
C64
magazines
(considering, I'm only a few years older
than Zzap!, that shouldn't be a surprise),
so coming into things later on did make
for a unique perspective.
I started out by borrowing a fair few
issues of RUN from my local library. With
its angle being less games, and more
general Commodore usage, it was great to
see a wider angle of the landscape
(including more exotic peripherals), as
well as learn some programming bits and
pieces.
Games-wise, the first mag I really got
into was Zzap! - even though it was way
after its heyday (and in fact, probably at
its lowest point, though it recovered a
bit before changing into Commodore Force).
It was solid enough, and whilst there were
features I liked more than others (mainly
the roundups covering genres or highlights
in the C64's history), it was solid enough
reading each month.
I got into Commodore Format a bit later
(mainly as it was trickier to find for a
while) and overall, I think it was the
better read at that point. Having regular
columns devoted to programming tricks was
great when starting to try and get a grip
on C64 programming, along with Gamebusters
(hey, I appreciated having cheat listings
for the cover tape games for a change).
Though, I do remember seeing the start of
its descent as the C64 market died off and of course was shocked to see how long
it eventually survived for!

Kevin Tilley: I was a bit late to the
party for the UK gaming magazines. By the
time I discovered Zzap! and Commodore
Format, they were already in decline and
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their best years were well behind them.
But before that, my father used to
religiously buy ‘Compute’s Gazette!’ which is the magazine I remember most
fondly. Originating from the US, I grew up
with this magazine, its type-ins and
Gazette Disks (which I could also use with
my VIC20!). I spent countless hours typing
in many programs in BASIC and machine code
via
Automatic
Proofreader
and
MLX
respectively, with my father. Not just
games,
but
other
programs
such
as
Speedscript, which I went on to use for
many years to publish school projects.
Compute’s Gazette was a wealth of useful
information, not just a collection of
cheap gags, innuendo and mediocre game
rev ie ws
w hi ch
plagued the later
era of UK gaming
magazines.
The
art ic le s
we re
informative
and
challenging.
It
had
depth
and
substance,
and
will always be my
favourite of the
many
different
C64
publications
I purchased over
the years.

Merman: The first C64 magazine I saw was
Zzap! issue 18, with the gory Beyond The
Forbidden Forest cover. 25 years later I
got to interview the artist Oli Frey and
publisher Roger Kean at the Replay retro
event, talking about the history of their
magazines.
After
buying
a
few
issues
of
Your
Commodore (which swallowed up Your 64), we
subscribed to Zzap! from issue 31, getting
a
free
Quickshot
Joyball
with
the
subscription. Zzap! became our guide to
buying good games and it rarely steered us
wrong. What made it special was the way
there was more than one opinion on a game.
My first brush with publications came
through Commodore Disk User. Starting out
bi-monthly, this publication came with a
disk full of programs (to save you typing
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them in) then became monthly and asked for
reader
submissions.
I
sent
several
programs,
got
signed
contracts
for
publication
and
then
suffered
the
heartache of seeing the company fail.
Then in 1993, after a brief gap when
Newsfield became Europress Impact, two
things happened - I wrote to Zzap!
suggesting a technical column, after their
reader survey had asked if people would be
interested. My letter went to Phil King,
but it was Steve Shields who wrote back
telling me about the other big news Zzap! was rebranding itself as Commodore
Force, and my technical column would
feature from the first issue.
I wrote for all 16 issues of Commodore
Force incorporating Zzap! as Professor
Brian Strain (the Mighty Brian, so-called
because
of
Commodore
Format's
Mighty
Brain). In fact, I wrote an extra 3 pages
for issue 17 at 48 hours notice - but with
deadlines close, that text became part of
issue 16. I was a freelancer, writing my
text using a C64 word processor (Word
Writer v5) and printing it out to send in.
After the magazine closed, I wrote for
several issues of Commodore Format before
it too closed and years later I became a
regular on Retro Gamer. It was Retro Gamer
that gave me the chance to be a Zzap!
reviewer, appearing in the incredible
Definitive Guide to Zzap! Supplement.
I will always remember Zzap! for giving me
the chance to be a professional writer,
even if it can be a precarious profession
at times.
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Frank Gasking: In a typical UK answer, my
favourite
two
magazines
were
both
Commodore
Format
and
Zzap!
(later
Commodore Force).
I had previously read
Lets Compute! and Your Commodore, which
were shockingly bad at the time, but the
main pull for Your Commodore was the free
tape on the front.
Commodore Format caught my eye due to its
brightly coloured red and white banner
head. I spotted it in my local newsagent
when I had popped down to get some sweets.
I ended up buying issue 11 (with the
Terminator 2 cover) due to it not only
having a fantastic tape with two full
games and two demos, but also a map of
Fantasy World Dizzy, which was one of my
favourite games at the time. It was aimed
at a sort of teenage market, so the
magazine was up my street. I loved it due
to the regular excellent tapes, which were
great for someone with not a huge amount
of money to even get budget games.
The
tips section was fantastic, and reading
about new games was a great thing.
It
sadly declined, in my opinion, after the
redesign (and certainly when it shrank
down in page size), but I have many fond
memories of getting up at 7am to get it at
the paper shop and dreaming what was on
the tape!
Then
comes
Zzap!/Commodore
Force
–
ironically, I first got the magazine with
its Terminator 2 issue (78) - which was
almost
its
last
when
Newsfield
went
under.
The tape pulled me in, but it
wasn't as great as the Commodore Format
tape.
At the time, I didn't feel the
magazine was as good as Commodore Format,
but
it
was
different
enough
to
be
enjoyable. Once Mrs. Whiplash was rid of,
the magazine actually got better and more
so when they put two tapes on the cover
each month, which was just amazing.
I
actually liked the transition to Commodore
Force at the time (the quality of games
were unbelievable as the market died like Blues Brothers on one issue only a
year after it first came out). Looking
back, I would have preferred to have
started with Zzap! in its heyday - but I
was far too young!
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It wasn’t uncommon to see 10 pages of
BASIC
listings
just...sitting
there,
waiting to be laboriously typed in. The
news section had page after page of
stories about new printers, mice, modems
and dodgy light pens that cost a fortune
but never worked right. It was not a
visually
enticing
publication
by
any
stretch of the imagination.
But there was...something that lured you
in. Scribbles of the magazine’s mascot,
Felix, adorned the pages with little
sarcastic quips about the editors. He was
not as funny as Rockford and Thingy, but
he had more character, helped by the fact
he had his own column in the magazine
where
he
talked
about
the
latest
happenings in the software industry. All
the writers were largely anonymous, and
they were clearly just writing about what
interested them, rather than what was
considered ‘hot’ at the time. This ended
up
making
the
magazine
feel
really
enthusiastic even if a lot of it went over
my head.

Cameron Davis (Gazunta): Now I know it
sounds a bit hyperbolic to say that my
life would be not the same without Zzap!
64 - it’s the magazine that inspired me to
get into the games industry, and through
it I made lifelong friends and a great
career - but today I want to shine the
spotlight on a truly under-appreciated
Commodore mag: the one and only Commodore
Computing International (CCI).
CCI looked different from the likes of
Zzap!, Commodore User or C&VG. It was hard
bound, for one thing, and considerably
more drab looking than its competition. If
there
were
any
artistically-inclined
people on the magazine layout team, I
would be surprised. Every cover looked
like it was laid out by a high school art
student with scissors and glue, made from
whatever promotional pamphlets were laying
about the office at the time.
Inside, full colour screenshots were rare,
and in fact the majority of each issue was
spent on full-page text pieces sometimes
paired with blurry, monochrome images
taking up minuscule space in the corner.

One of the things that appealed to me
about it is that it was obvious the
magazine was aimed for (and made by)
people much older than the Zzap! / CU
crowd, who were not really the typical
gaming demographic. I’d hazard a guess
that many of them were just interested in
the serious side of computers and just put
games stuff in there as an afterthought,
but their heart wasn’t really into such
frivolous activities. With the exception
of their keen interest in the latest role
playing
games
(their
monthly
column
devoted to exploring every inch of The
Bard’s Tale was a must-read), even the
best action or arcade games were afforded
passing reviews, in a “I guess this is OK
if you’re into this sort of thing, have
fun with it” kind of way. You know, the
way you might talk to your kids after they
pressure you into playing the latest
Pokémon game with them or whatever.
But that was kind of the appeal, at least
for me: If Zzap! was the cool older
brother who you idolised, then CCI was the
slightly weird uncle who never moved out
of his parent’s place and everything he
said was a bit out of your comprehension
but he was awesome anyway.
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And speaking of weird but cool uncles, the
jewel in CCI’s crown for me was the
monthly column by Jeff Minter. While Zzap!
pioneered the ‘diary of a game’ feature
with Jeff, CCI just gave him a page (often
more) to just let loose on any subject
that took his fancy. His development
antics (by this point he had well and
truly moved on to the Amiga and Atari ST,
and was heavily into the evolution of
Colourspace) were often mentioned briefly
if at all, and columns would instead be
focused on the latest Pink Floyd gig, or
the hot new exotic imports like Super
Mario Brothers or the fabled PC Engine.
Reading these really opened my eyes to a
world beyond my own. There was one article
in particular where he wrote about the
future of computers, and predicted Google
Earth and monitors with retina displays it was pretty mind blowing stuff!
While CCI
the usual
seek out
different
You might

never got the fan following that
suspects enjoyed, I urge you to
a couple of issues and see a
side of the world from that era.
just get a taste for it.
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Roberto Dillon: In Italy we actually had a
rather
lively
scene
regarding
C64
magazines back in the day. Needless to
say, the Italian edition of Zzap!64,
simply named "Zzap!", was the favourite of
many. Published from May 1986, it was a
high quality localisation that left all
the great content of the original British
magazine intact and also added a few
original articles, making the likes of JR
(Jaz Rignall) and GP (Gary Penn) well
known to a new crowd of fans.
But Zzap! wasn't the first, and those like
me who were also keen to tinker and mess
around with their C64, had other resources
as well: "Commodore Computer Club" for
example,
was
a
very
good
magazine,
officially endorsed by the Italian branch
of Commodore, that started publication as
early as 1982. Besides game reviews, it
featured technical articles including a
few type-in listings. The latter also had
magazines entirely dedicated to them, like
the "Paper Soft" weekly series started in
June 1984. Only listings there, nothing
more, nothing less, for those who really
wanted to spend the whole weekend at home
by typing new games and programs that
never worked at first but could provide a
true cathartic experience when the last
bug and typo were finally fixed!

Mat Allen: Superplay? Oh right, it’s C64
magazines
we’re
talking
about!
It's quite hard to look past Zzap!64
really, especially the early years within,
say, the first 30 issues or so. Newsfield
took the formula found to work with the
fledgling Crash magazine (which was just
over
a
year
old
at
the
time)
and
transposed it, with the odd tweak here and
there. What really helped was the hiring
of two legends, Julian Rignall and Gary
Penn.
Not
only
were
they
excellent
gamesplayers in their own right, but they
had the nous and enthusiasm to convey
their opinions with the written word on
the pages of the magazine. They were soon
to be joined by Gary Liddon, providing his
own take on Commodore life. Helped by
various
features,
editorials
and
the
infamous Scorelord challenge, you trusted
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what they said because you saw them as
mates, not faceless critics spouting their
opinions and views.

While 1985-87 were arguably the golden
years, and thereafter the magazine lost
its way occasionally (such as with the
Amiga coverage), it's hard to argue that
the teams of Houghton/Hamza/Evans and
Wynne/Hogg/King didn't keep a lot of the
same spirit and belief with their content,
even if some of the readership had moved
on, to be replaced by a slightly younger
generation. Only at the end really did the
quality drop and the tone become more
puerile,
and
that
was
only
out
of
necessity to move with the times, and
supposedly cater for an evolving audience.
The Oli Frey covers did rather help too,
which is probably why I own a few of
them...

Anthony Stiller: When Alex suggested that
we do a short write-up of our favourite
magazine from the old days I responded
with “Won’t everyone just write about
Zzap!?”
This is expected. Zzap! was seminal and
touched a lot of lives back then. However
as I thought about it, I realised that
there was another mag that I held very
dear.
In late 1982 the Personal Computer Games
magazine
launched
in
the
UK
(Chris
Anderson and Bob Wade worked on this mag
and would later move on to Zzap!). At some
point its Australian cousin emerged. The
Australian PC Games included articles from
its UK cousin but changed art and layout.
It also had great localised content with
features about the Australian computer
scene. A little digging revealed PC Games
had the same publisher as Australian
Personal Computing.
PC Games was a multi-format magazine
covering
most
of
the
popular
8-bit
computers at the time (including the VZ200). It had an interesting double-spread
layout for reviews and a Game of the
Month,
funny
cartoons,
a
high
score
section and a rather neat games chart.
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(The UK mag had a competition where you
could win a bust of Vivian from The Young
Ones holding a broken joystick.)
It also had useful type-ins. One series of
articles provided a powerful C64 BASIC
extension called PCG-64. I thought it was
arcane sorcery and I couldn’t wait to see
what new functionality they would add each
month.
But, while all these are excellent, the
real reason I loved PC Games was for an
article that appeared in the August 84
issue (March 84 issue of UK version).
The article’s title is Do-It-Yourself
Designing. The intro of that article is a
wonderful, passionate plea asking that you
should embrace originality in games, let
your imagination guide you and how we
should avoid stagnation. A cry that we
hear just as loudly today. This article
made such an impact on me that I often
thought about it long after I’d lost the
mag (I’m looking at the article right now
as I once again own a hardcopy of that
issue).
That article captured everything that I
loved about the idea of making games and
have now finally started to realise.
Did I mention the subtitle? “Make your own
games - just for the fun of it! by Jeff
Minter”
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“Commodore Free” and “Reset” to glean new
information and technological Commodore
advancements. I am glad to have an online
friendship with the editors and publishers
of these magazines, and they seem to enjoy
what I put down on the word processor –
it's
either
that
or
those
men
are
seriously stoned. I can't tell.
Just joking!
Thanks to all in Commodore
for keeping our machine alive, well, and
competitive with the open market.

Lenard R. Roach: By far my favourite
Commodore magazine to read and use was
“Run.”
“Run” was nice enough to take my
first
real
attempt
at
Commodore
programming and put it in the last issue
they made on page 22. I got to learn how
the magazine world worked in the way of
editing, contracts, and payment to their
contributors. Also, “Run's” articles were
written with as little technical dialogue
as possible.
It catered to the beginner
and intermediate programmer and explained
exactly what was going on in the story.
I also enjoyed looking at the programs
found in “Compute's Gazette” magazine, but
“Compute” was written mainly for the
advanced programmer who has had several
hours of keyboard time under the belt. It
was hard for me to understand all the
jargon tossed around by the writing staff
and contributors.
I
never
got
to
look
at
issues
of
“Commodore” or “Ahoy,” or any of the other
Commodore magazines that were out during
the glory days of Commodore. I personally
am thankful that here in the 21st century
Commodore
users
have
magazines
like

It is saddening to see magazines going
out of print or confining themselves
to an online presence. Going to the
newsagent isn’t what it used to be nothing can replace flicking through
magazines and having dog-ears on pages
for future reference. For those that
had foresight and kept their old
magazines, I commend you – please
ensure they never end up in landfill!
For those of us that threw them out
and are now wanting to rebuild their
magazine library, I salute you!
Nostalgia is a powerful force - it is
great to see that our loyalty for
certain publications was, and still
is, as fierce as our loyalty for our
chosen system(s). Let the schoolyard
argument of which magazine is best,
begin!

Alex Boz is the owner and editor of the wonderful
Ausretrogamer E-Zine.
You owe it to yourself to check it out!

http://www.ausretrogamer.com/
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Game Review
Game: Donkey Kong Junior
Developer: Mr. SID, STE’86, encore.
Release Date: November 2014
Available: http://csdb.dk/release/?id=134342
It’s a bit like: Donkey Kong Vs. Popeye!
Score: 9/10
Monkeys and Plumbers. Two unlikely videogame characters that
have somehow managed to carve their own place in video-game
history and culture. Now, once again, monkey and plumber reunite on the Commodore 64. Will you be going bananas, or is
the game simply just a steaming pile of plumbers crack? Get
ready!

Game Overview

“I often
wondered why
there was no
home computer
conversion of
Donkey Kong
Jr.”

Donkey Kong is a name almost
as synonymous to Nintendo as
Mario. It’s fitting that both
characters should make their
debut together, in the 1981
arcade smash hit Donkey Kong,
with Mario set the task of
rescuing
Pauline
from
the
clutches of Donkey Kong. Both
characters next appeared in
the 1982 sequel, Donkey Kong
Junior, however the tables had
turned on poor old Donkey
Kong. This time it was Mario
who had the upper hand, with
Donkey
Kong
imprisoned
and
guarded by Mario, and Donkey
Kong’s son, Junior, taking the
role of the protagonist and
given the task to rescue him.
The game itself is a single
screen
arcade
platformer.
Junior must progress through
four unique levels, reaching
the top platform by climbing
ladders, ropes and vines, to
rescue his father, all while
avoiding the various enemies
and not falling to an untimely
death. The fourth stage is a
little bit different, in that
Junior must push six keys into
the locks at the top of the
screen to rescue his father.

Interestingly,
Donkey
Kong
Junior
never
received
a
conversion to the C64 (unlike
Donkey Kong, which received
two official versions).
Now,
32
years
later,
the
universe has corrected this
travesty
thanks
to
coder
Andreas
Varga,
graphician
Steven Day and musician Mikkel
Hastrup.
Donkey Kong Junior on the C64
is a port of a port. The NES
conversion is an approximation
of
the
arcade
game,
with
alterations to the NES game
made
to
accommodate
the
limitations of the system. The
Atari 7800 port of Junior is
directly based on the NES
conversion. Finally, the C64
version is a direct port from
the Atari 7800 game, due to
the similarities in processors
and screen resolutions of the
two systems. Only the graphics
and music have been done from
scratch,
with
Steven
and
Mikkel
creating
their
own
graphics and sound effects/
music
faithfully
to
the
original yet taking advantage
of the C64’s own capabilities.
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PaulEMoz - 10/10
I have fond memories of the Donkey Kong
Jr. arcade game. I went on a school trip
to northern France, and the ferry crossing
was... uncomfortable.
Luckily, whilst
wandering the ship's bowels in a bid to
distract myself from my queasiness, I
discovered
a
Donkey
Kong
Jr.
arcade
machine. I proceeded to spend much of my
voyage either playing or watching the
game, as concentrating on Jr.'s antics
kept the seasickness at bay.
What a
relief!

The Commodore 64, after all this time, is
undergoing one hell of a renaissance.
Coders are pushing the machine to new
limits and giving us games we could only
have dreamed about back in the day.
Donkey Kong Jr. is a perfect example of
that.
I've played it for ages and I
simply can't find any negative criticism
of it.
It's brilliant, and I can't wait
to see what these guys come up with next.

I often wondered why there was no home
computer conversion of Donkey Kong Jr.
After all, the Kong name was big enough to
sell games and the game itself seemed to
be relatively straightforward to convert,
being a four-screen platformer. Still, it
didn't happen and I thought nothing more
of it.

Mat Allen - 8/10

Oddly enough, almost thirty years later,
it has happened. Andreas Varga and Steven
Day, the talented chaps behind the amazing
C64 version of Prince of Persia, have
turned their hand to what might seem to be
a less-ambitious game and brought it to
our favourite micro.
Was it worth the
wait?
The answer, unquestionably, undoubtedly
and without fear of rebuttal, is a massive
YES!
It
looks
amazing,
it
sounds
fantastic (thanks to Mikkel Hastrup's
sterling work) and it plays extremely
well.
Each of the four screens is a joy
to figure out and a genuine challenge.
And if you seem to be getting too good at
the game, it even features the selectable
difficulty
levels
of
the
Atari
7800
version on which it is based.

Donkey Kong Junior was one of a number of
Atarisoft conversions, including Joust,
Mario Bros and Crystal Castles, that
didn’t make it to release back in 1984
before the company was folded up as part
of
the
Warner
buyout.
Of
the
home
versions,
the
Atari
7800
release
is
arguably one of the best, and certainly
one I’ve enjoyed playing, even though an
original PAL cartridge isn’t that easy to
find.
The fact that the C64 has a similar CPU
and
quite
similar
standard
graphics
resolution meant the task of finally
bringing a version of the game to the
machine by porting the 7800 code was
perhaps fortuitous. “Port” in a loose
sense, as both the graphics and sound were
redone based upon the originals rather
than directly converted, and is much the
better for it. Although those looking for
a complete arcade experience might be
disappointed, because this also means some
of the interludes, player-friendly bugs
and
point-pressing
tricks
are
sadly
missing, but that’s what MAME is for,
right?
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original game and the sound effects spoton.

Graphically, the game is right on the
money, once the change in resolution is
taken
also
into
consideration.
It’s
arguably
better
than
the
Atari
7800
version to boot. There isn’t an awful lot
of animation frames required, but both DK
Jr and all the foes are rendered well.
Backgrounds
are
both
accurate
and
colourful, letting the Commodore palette
off the leash a bit, and making the most
of the available colours. The music is
twee, appropriate and fitting in with the

The game is also suited to the C64 because
of the one button and joystick interface.
It suffers a few of the control problems,
such as difficulty in being able to jump
back onto a vine or chain above DK Jr
unless you are perfectly placed, but these
are minor impediments to the overall
interface of the game. The controls are
tight enough with good responsiveness that
for the vast majority of times, when you
die it is your fault, which is the most
you can wish for.
Donkey
Kong
Junior
is
an
excellent
conversion to the C64. It is partly
hampered by the fact that it is merely an
arcade conversion, with the same limits
and restrictions imposed upon it, but like
Ronseal, it does exactly what it says on
the tin. Had a game of this quality been
released back in 1984, reviewers would
have likely drooled over it.

This Donkey Kong Junior cover insert was designed by Steven Day in the style of the old Atarisoft boxes. Other variants have
also been created in different styles, to suit both jewel disk cases and universal cartridge cases (for the EasyFlash cartridge
version).
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The Making of Donkey Kong Junior
By Paul Morrison
It's always a pleasure to see a brand new Commodore 64 game.
In this case, it's an old game that's a new game, as Andreas
Varga (possibly better known to you as Mr. SID, programmer
of the astounding C64 version of Prince of Persia) has
turned his hand to a game that never made it to the 64 in
its prime... Nintendo's baby ape platformer, Donkey Kong Jr.
The ambitious Prince of Persia,
released in 2011, was Andreas’
first C64 conversion. The game
also featured graphics by
Steven Day.

“I knew that
the approach I
had chosen (to
base it on the
Atari 7800
version) was
either going to
work 100%, or
not at all.”

The game is reviewed in this issue of Reset, but I took the
time to have a little chat with Andreas about his latest
project.

Why Donkey Kong Jr.?
There are
loads
of
arcade
games
that
didn't hit the Commodore 64...
what made you decide to do this
one?
Quite simply the fact that it
was one of the machines in my
own local arcade, and one I
always found to be fun and
interesting.
I
probably
was
about 9 or 10 at the time, and
wasn’t a very good player, so I
had to choose games I already
knew a bit, to get the most out
of my allowance. So I’d watch
the older guys play a game and
if I felt that it’s doable for
me, then I tried it too. Donkey
Kong Jr. was one that seemed
simple enough, so I kept trying.

In your Lemon64 post announcing
the game, you stated that it
would be a perfect conversion of
the Atari 7800 version.
Why
convert that version, rather
than the arcade game?

Like Donkey Kong Jr., Andreas’
unofficial conversion of
Canabalt also featured a
stunning soundtrack from
Mikkel Hastrup (encore)

When playing in the highest
difficulty levels, the arcade
version throws a lot of sprites
onto the screen, much more than
the C64 can handle. So doing a
100% accurate port of that would
be
impossible.
For
the
NES
version, Nintendo already had to

“simplify” the game a bit, and
most likely was able to make a
very informed choice on how to
do that, e.g. by letting the
original game designer do it.
I wouldn’t dare castrate the
game myself that way.
The Atari 7800 version is a
direct
port
of
the
NES
version, and that version fits
the C64 almost like a glove,
as
the
Atari
also
has
a
160x200 wide pixel mode, so
the
graphics
aspect
ratio
didn’t have to be changed at
all, and the code was written
fo r
t he
65 02
p ro ce ss or
already. This meant that all
of the game could be done on
the C64 without any changes to
the game play.
When porting a game I’m always
looking for the most direct
route, any decision by me
could mess up the game. So a
situation where I can take the
game logic code unmodified and
run it on the C64 is always
preferred. I don’t get a lot
of kicks out of writing a game
like DK Jr. from scratch. It
only has value if it plays
li ke
th e
o ri gi na l,
and
approximation is boring.
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code hooked up to the C64 joystick, the
climbing worked immediately. But I’m sure
the original programmer spent a fair
amount of time trying to get that tweaked
perfectly.

As with the Atari 7800 version, your
version features three difficulty levels.
Was it important to you to include these
difficulty levels? Did it cause you much
more work that you would have had if you
had left these out?
No,
the
game
already
has
difficulty
progression built in (from level 1 to 8).
The title screen selection just lets you
pick your starting difficulty level to be
either 1, 3 or 4.

Were
there
any
other
aspects
of
programming
the
game
which
were
particularly difficult or challenging?

The C64 code was heavily based on the Atari 7800
version of Donkey Kong Junior.
Was any one screen more difficult to get
right than the others?
If so, which one
and why?
Not specifically, no. The amount of work
necessary was mostly to get the sprites
hooked up to the right enemies and make
sure that the multiplexer still works fine
with the maximum amount of baddies on
screen. In that sense the second stage of
the game (with the birds and moving
platforms) was the hardest. Due to the
vertical movement of the birds it stresses
the multiplexer the most, because it has
to constantly re-sort the sprites. So I
had to optimize for that situation.

The
game
has
an
interesting
control
system, with Jr. travelling at different
speeds on the ropes. How long did it take
to get the “feel” right?
No time at all. As soon as the Atari 7800
game logic was running on the C64 and the

The trickiest part was to fit in all the
C64 graphics without affecting the code of
the Atari version, which is a 48KB ROM.
Especially in the beginning I didn’t fully
know what all the Atari data means, so I
couldn’t necessarily remove it. So I had
fit the C64 data into the remaining 16KB.
Over time I was able to remove the Atari
graphics and sound code piece by piece and
replace it with ever more advanced C64
versions, but it continued to be a tight
fit. So I had to resort to funny little
tricks such as storing the enemy sprites
in the black areas of the background
graphics data.

Steven Day's graphics
really add a lot to the
you decide Steve was the
and what attracted him to

are superb and
game.
What made
man for the job,
the project?

Working with Steven is easy, because he’s
usually one step ahead of me, i.e. he
already has something done when I actually
need it, or can whip it up in an instant.
In this case I suggested that multi-colour
bitmaps (Koala images) are the way to go
for the background graphics (to really
make the game shine), and I knew his Koala
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skills to be excellent. Apparently he had
already
thought
about
doing
DK
Jr.
graphics himself, so it was a perfect fit.
He has an outstanding work ethic and
having collaborated before probably also
gave him confidence that I’m not someone
who’s fooling around and that I would
finish the job. It’s always easier to
motivate an artist if he can be sure that
his work will end up in a finished
production.
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make sure you don’t lose the momentum that
you might have built up in a project.
In the end he made an excellent adaptation
of the music and sound effects. He did it
by listening very closely to the NES
version, but managed to add some SID
sweetness to it. I think the result really
fits in perfectly.

How long did the game take to program?
Did you take more or less time than you'd
expected?
Since I didn’t have the re-program the
whole game, it didn’t take all that long.
Most of the Atari code runs un-modified in
the C64 version, which saved me a ton of
time. At the end I tallied up how much I
spent on this project, and it was only a
little over 200 hours. That is definitely
less than I expected it to take in the
beginning.

Were you surprised at how well it turned
out or were you always confident you could
nail it?
I knew that the approach I had chosen (to
base it on the Atari 7800 version) was
either going to work 100%, or not at all.
A few days after starting with that idea I
felt confident that it was doable, but
wasn’t sure yet if the amount of work
would be justified. Once I got the initial
set of graphics from STE, I know that it
would be awesome.

Donkey Kong Junior Atari 7800 (top) and Commodore
64 (bottom). In a genius move, Andreas used the top
border for the score display panel to allow for full
screen gameplay.

Similarly, Mikkel Hastrup's music and
sound effects are excellent and also add a
lot to the game.
How impressed were you
with his work?
With Mikkel it’s much the same. He’s very
smart and has a very methodical approach.
He can combine his programming knowledge
with his musical and sound design skills.
He’s also very motivated, so results show
up quickly, and that’s always important to

Do you have any other arcade games (or
other
games)
in
mind
for
a
future
conversion?
If so, are you able to tell
us anything about that?
I
generally
never
talk
about
future
projects, but other arcade games are
definitely interesting to me. You just
need to know which ones were in my local
arcade :-)

Reset would like to thank Andreas for his
participation in this article.
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On The Road
By Robert Bernardo
Robert Bernardo would go anywhere for Commodore. Let’s
face it, we’ve all gone on that road trip to track
down or save an elusive piece of hardware. The ‘long
drive to rescue Commodore gear’ is a trip that Robert
has much experience with. “The things we do for
Commodore!”

Robert Bernardo with a funny
hat. Why? That’s another
story, for another time!

“Much of the
leftover hardware
in the shed was
covered with
mouldy dust. Some
bits looked like
they were covered
with slimy mould.”

Quarterflash, on vinyl.
Why not!

Though I had mentioned it to
the
Pacific
Northwest
Commodore clubs, nobody took
up Mike Powell's offer to pick
up his Commodore equipment in
Maple Falls, Washington, just
south of the Canadian border.
His
initial
e-mails
just
mentioned
a
flat
C128,
a
C128DCR, and a couple of Amiga
500's. After several months,
Mike was ready to throw the
equipment in the trash. I
offered
to
rescue
the
equipment, even though Maple
Falls was over 1,000 miles
away from me.
I had returned to California
on August 4, after being a
week and a half in Las Vegas
for the Commodore Vegas Expo
and the Creation Star Trek
Convention. I departed for the
Pacific NW on August 6, my
objectives being to get that
equipment in Maple Falls, to
visit Stephen Jones at the
Living
Computer
Museum
in
Seattle,
to
deliver
broken
equipment and pick up repaired
Commodore
hardware
from
technician
Ray
Carlsen
in
southern Washington, and to
meet with officers of the
Portland Commodore User Group
(and to go to a Quarterflash
concert in Portland, too). An
ambitious schedule, especially
since I was to be back in
Stockton, California on August
10 for the Filipino Barrio
Fiesta celebration!

I
actually
arrived
in
Portland, Oregon at about 1:30
a.m. on August 7, but I didn't
have much restful sleep at the
Motel 6, due to the traffic
noise from the nearby freeway.
By 10 that morning, I was back
on the road and heading north.
So, the 10+ hours of driving
the previous night was added
to another 6 hours of driving
to
get
to
uppermost
Washington.
Traffic
through
Olympia-Tacoma-Seattle
was
less
troublesome
than
I
thought it would be, i.e., no
traffic jams and just a few
slow-downs. I entered the city
of Bellingham and then turned
east toward Maple Falls. No
freeway now... it was a rural
highway winding through the
hilly Washington countryside
with
mountains
in
the
distance. After an hour and a
half driving through the hills
and trees, I found Mike's
modest
house
in
a
small
housing development.
I
pulled
into
the
gravel
driveway and shut off the
car's ignition. From within
the house, I heard the bark of
a big dog. Uh-oh, would I have
to contend with a dog?!
Mike’s wife walked out of the
front
door…
without
a
dog. She smiled and said that
the dog was in the house and
would not bother me. She also
told me that Mike was out in
the back and that I should
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drive car around the side of the house to
the backyard.
I drove over the grass and parked under
the trees.
The late afternoon sun was
bright, but there was a breeze, and it was
neither hot nor cold.
I got out of the
car, and Mike walked up. We shook hands,
and he showed me what he had taken out of
the storage shed – Commodore and Amiga
computers, drives, cables, software, and
documentation.
There was still more in
the shed.
However, he warned me; the
large, wooden shed had had a leaky roof.
Washington has always had significantly
more rain than California. For many years
California
has
gone
through
drought
conditions. On the other hand, Washington
has so much rain that it has the only rain
forest in the lower 48 states.

I started carrying keyboards and disk
drives out into the sunshine to let them
dry off.
I pulled out interesting
software
packages
with
their
mouldblackened,
pages-stuck-together
documentation.
I dug around masses of
dirty, tangled cables.

A C64 that was rescued by Robert.
This was one of the good ones!
Then Mike showed me a room in the back of
the shed. He had it lit dimly.

This is an example of what Robert had to contend with
on that fateful day.
What did Mike’s leaky roof mean to me? It
meant that I would be entering a very wet
storage shed.
I wasn’t wrong.
I walked
into the humid, dank environment of the
shed. I was immediately hit by the smell,
the smell of mould and mildew.
Much of
the leftover hardware in the shed was
covered with mouldy dust.
Some bits
looked like they were covered with slimy
mould.
And I could have sworn that fungus was
growing in some areas of the shed.
I looked at the shed’s ceiling and noticed
where it had collapsed and had let the
rain in.
I thought for a moment… was I breathing in
mouldy air? Was I contaminating my hands
anytime
I
touched
anything
in
that
shed? Was I endangering my health? No, I
had to carry on.

In that back room, Mike had stored
thousands and thousands of 5 1/4“ and 3
1/2” floppy disks in cardboard and wooden
boxes – all those floppies full of
programs. Those floppies looked like they
were covered with a layer of mould. Heck,
I
didn’t
want
to
transport
that
contaminated stuff in my car.
I told Mike that I didn’t have room in my
car for all those floppies… which was the
truth.
I had expected just a few
Commodore and Amiga hardware items, but
Mike was giving away much more than
that. O.K., I would grab as much hardware
as I could and a little bit of the
software.
Well, some of the hardware would have to
stay, like the unreliable, black brick,
C64 power supplies, and the Amiga 2000
which had a missing top cover and which
had been fully exposed to rain pouring
into it from the leaky shed roof.
Mike
said
that
he
would
dispose
of
the
software.
As I let the goods dry off in the
sunshine, Mike and I talked.
Why was he
ridding himself of his Commodore and Amiga
items? More or less, he said it was time
for them to go.
Had he bought all of
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these items?
No, as a member of the
University Place Commodore Home Users
Group (UPCHUG), he had received them from
other users. Mike was retired; what had
he done in the past? To my surprise, he
said that he had worked on building
Saturn V boosters for the National
A e r o n a u t i c s
a n d
S p a c e
Administration.
Wow, a person who
actually worked on the rockets that sent
man to the moon! So, we talked about his
work on those rockets of the late 1960’s
and early 1970’s.
Mike had to go in for dinner, and I had
to go back to Bellingham and find the
Motel 6 where I would spend the night. I
packed the hardware into car; along with
other monitors and C64’s I had brought
from California for Ray Carlsen to
repair, it filled all the back seat and
the front passenger seat. After the car
was packed, Mike and I talked a bit more,
and I assured him that the Commodore
hardware would be checked out by Ray
Carlsen the next day and that the mouldy
documentation would be photocopied onto
fresh paper.
I thanked him for the
goods, and I left for the motel.
That night I booked into the motel and
found a local Thai restaurant where I had
a fine dinner.
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or so, my car moved at 25 miles per hour
or less. Finally, I got past the traffic
and was back to normal freeway speeds.
I got to Ray Carlsen’s house at about
6:30 p.m., and I apologized for my wrong
estimated time of arrival.
Ray was
gracious and told me that there was no
problem.
After telling Ray about my
adventures in Maple Falls, I started
unloading Mike’s Commodore hardware out
of my car.
“Look, Ray. Another RAMLink
for you to test!”
In return, Ray handed back the VIC-20 and
Commodore monitors he had repaired and
which
I
had
to
bring
back
to
California.
Since Ray didn’t work on
Amiga 500’s, I left those in the car. If
necessary, I could bring those to the
repair technician of The Other Group of
Amigoids in San Jose, California.
After a couple of hours with Ray, I left
for
Portland,
Oregon
and
my
hotel
there.
I stuck to my schedule for the
rest of the weekend -- meeting with
PDXCUG
officers,
going
to
the
Quarterflash concert at the Bite of
Portland, and making it to the last hours
of the Filipino Barrio Fiesta.

The next day I drove south to Seattle,
arriving at the Living Computer Museum
just after 1 p.m..
I asked for Stephen
Jones and was led upstairs to the
exhibits.
While I waited, I looked at
the mint-looking C64 and Amiga 500 on
display,
among
other
classic
computers.
Finally, Stephen showed up,
and we were both glad to see each
other. The last time we met up was back
in 2009. He showed me around, including
the room with the mainframe computer and
the museum storage room which had many
more Commodores and Amigas waiting to be
restored for future exhibit.
It was too brief of a visit, and I left
by 3, hoping to beat the Seattle rushhour traffic. Seattle traffic was fine;
it was the Tacoma-Olympia traffic farther
south which was the killer. For an hour

Ray Carlsen - genius Commodore technician and all
round gentleman. If anyone can fix it, he can!
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Epilogue
Here are the hardware results
journey to rescue the equipment:

of

the



two Amiga 500s and one Amiga
power supply – not working

500



one Amiga 500 and one Amiga 500 power
supply – working



one boxed Commodore 1351
one Amiga mouse – working

mouse

and

And Ray Carlsen’s findings:



RAMLink SN#000343 1990 version 16 M
of RAM installed, 1581 power supply
used for power.
A bit of corrosion
here
and
there
but
no
damage
obvious. Checked o.k..



C128DCR
SN#
CA1001250
has
OEM
JiffyDOS and DS switch on front
panel, extra hole nearby.
Cleaned
and lubed drive (head clog) and
resoldered open wire on top head,
cleaned ports, secured latch pin.



C128DCR SN 041054 – Secured loose
latch pin, cleaned & lubed drive,
replaced broken drive door knob.
Computer works, but drive doesn’t
format and disk ID errors. I found
and fixed that problem already.



1581 with JiffyDOS installed. Given a
minor cleaning.



1581 with JiffyDOS installed, drive
select switch on front. Given a minor
cleaning.



1581 with OEM DOS. Some rust &
corrosion. Reads okay but no write
due to a combination of a partially
clogged head and a bad disk. Now
fixed.



1541-II,
1571,
Excelerator
Plus
d r i v e s .
S e v e r e
w a t e r
damage. Recommend no fix.



A C128 with power supply and cables
in a very torn up box. It had a bad
IC (repaired) and works fine now.
There
were
also
several
power
supplies in a box with the RAMLink,
and they checked out fine.

A C128D, like one of the computers recued by Robert.

A RamLink, like the one rescued by Robert. First
released in 1990 by third party hardware developer
CMD, the RamLink is an externally powered Ram Disk
and could be used in conjunction with the Commodore
REU, Super CPU and CMD hard disk drives.

Robert Bernardo is an avid Commodore fan,
collector and champion of the Commodore Scene
in America, co-organising annual events such as
CommVex in Las Vegas. He is also the President of
the Fresno Commodore User Group.
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Where Are They Now
By Frank Gasking

Brian Turner, in his
birthday suit!

“With poor sales
overall, Paul
took a different
approach and
began selling his
games directly to
Commodore Format
to include on
their cover
tape.”

Commodore Cracker poster
promo, to hang on your
bedroom wall!

Most often it was clear when someone moved onto
pastures new in the C64 world, with an announcement of
some kind - but other times people would just seem to
disappear off the face of the earth with no
explanation. Continuing from the previous focus on the
less mainstream of C64 enthusiasts and developers
trying to save the machine from commercial
obliteration, we cover more people and companies to
ask that magical question… Where are they now?
Paul Hannay (Feekzoid)
Sceptre of Baghdad (released
years
earlier
on
the
ZX
Spectrum) only just about made
its appearance on the C64 in
1993 - thanks to a minor
hiccup with Atlantis sinking,
but luckily being saved by the
"life
raft"
that
was
Psytronik.
As
well
as
featuring
enhanced
visuals
throughout, the game also came
complete with a stunning set
of tracks by Paul Hannay,
better known to us all as
Feekzoid. For many, this was
the first time we heard Paul’s
work.
There was more to come, with
tunes
featured
within
the
regular
Easy
Lives
cheats
program
on
Commodore
Force
magazine to fully put Feekzoid
on
the
C64
map.
Feekzoid
composed
many
amazing
C64
tunes between 1991 and 1994,
many of which included samples
- some best known examples
including Ethnisound and House
of Power. Feekzoid was not
only a musician, but a skilled
coder too – creating many of
his own demos to feature his
tunes. Feekzoid soon lent his
skills to a few more Psytronik
based titles, but by around
early 1994 he decided to fully
move over onto the Amiga and

produce tunes on that platform
instead. The flirtation with
the C64 was brief, but not
forgotten.
So what happened to Feekzoid
and where is he now? Feekzoid
initially resurfaced on the
Remix scene around 2000 time,
producing many superb remixes
of
classic
C64
tunes
on
Remix.kwed as well as remixes
of
his
own
original
C64
tracks. Sadly we don’t think
there will be a full C64 come
back, but you never know!
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Brian Turner (Commodore Cracker)

and demos.
As time went on and some 12 issues or so
later, real life began to take over (most
likely University) - and Brian decided to
call it a day. And so with a rather abrupt
halt, Commodore Cracker was no more. Brian
focused his energies into producing a new
fanzine on horror movies, which itself was
also
short
lived
before
then
disappearing for good. We tried to track
Brian down to see what he was up to these
days, but we had no joy finding him
unfortunately - being a well used name, it
could be very tricky. If you know of
Brian’s whereabouts, then please let us
know!

Paul Kubiszyn (XLCUS)

Many of you may never have heard of Brian
Turner, but for quite a few of us - he was
producer of one of the first fanzines to
start showing up when Commodore Format was
dwindling in its page count and becoming a
mere shadow of its former self. Brian was
based from Ashford, Kent in the UK and
produced the fanzine whilst living at home
with
his
parents
and
finishing
off
secondary school education.
He was a massive fan of the C64 like all
of us and was sad to see the decline of
the machine and decided to take action by
producing Commodore Cracker fanzine. Many
may
have
been
put
off
by
the
simplistically drawn cover art and average
rating that Commodore Format gave in its
review, but people took a chance and
discovered a fanzine which had a lot of
heart and soul put into it, and actually
the sketches were what gave the fanzine
its charm. Over time, the fanzine grew
with its support and contributions and
even had a cover tape/disk from the start,
which managed to include some nice titles

Along
with
EBES
and
Psytronik,
Paul
Kubiszyn was another who had the skill and
decided to do something about the severe
lack of software in the mid 90’s by
producing his own games. During the early
days, we first heard of Paul via a low
scoring review of a title called Square
Scape in issue 46 of Commodore Format,
under
his
initial
label
of
“M&P
Software” (which was a combination of
Paul’s
and
his
brother
Mark’s
initials).
It wasn’t the best of starts
for Paul or his brother, but several
issues later, Paul was back with previews
of Amorphous and Mega Force to try again –
this time on his own coding.
With poor sales overall, Paul took a
different approach and began selling his
games directly to Commodore Format to
include on their cover tape (fetching
around £100 a time it’s believed), now
under the new label of XLCUS.
Here Paul
would join up with a friend called
Jonathan Hunt. At the time Paul was known
as XL, and John as ARCUS – so the two
joined up and turned into XLCUS (later
changing to XL.C.US for a reason which
Paul couldn’t remember). As time went on,
the quality of the games increased as
Paul’s abilities improved vastly- and we
were treated to gems such as Square Scape
2 and Capture.
Paul even set up an
importing company for titles such as Super
Nibbly and others with BIB Developments
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(producing
500
professionally
mastered
tapes), but 10 were only to sell – and it
was swiftly closed down.
Sadly a further
low point occurred when Commodore Format
published his Super Pac Twins preview
without permission, but he continued to
support the C64 after CF had snuffed its
last through Commodore Scene fanzine.
As well as producing games, Paul coded a
number of demos, worked on a diskzine
called Eternity and produced his own
tunes. He also made use of some of the
effects he learnt by creating his final
C64
game
called
Interlaced
Pairs
in
1996.
Going into 1998 and after a final
Eternity disk magazine - Paul decided to
call it a day on the C64 - real world and
work taking over (an all too familiar
story), but he also felt at the time that
people were all moving on (little did he
realize at the time how the C64 would
continue
to
thrive
like
it
has
done). Paul later settled down and had a
family, and used to run his own online
business.
Nowadays Paul works as a stay
at home dad, composing the odd bit of
music and doing iOS development - where a
Square Scape 2 iOS edition is actually on
the cards!
For more details about XLCUS
check here: http://wp.me/p40Ijz-2jl

Parallel Logic

You could say it was like there was a call
to arms with all the people rushing to
support the C64 during its darker days.
Philip Boyce described it as just that which is why Parallel Logic was born back
in 1994. Based in Northern Ireland, Phil
and school friend Colin McMaster, set up
in response to Commodore Format’s "Coming
On Strong" article in issue 40, where
people were called upon to try and produce
their own fanzines, games and bits to keep
the machine going. Parallel Logic was
indeed another company ran out of a
bedroom
with
hand
created
disks
and
photocopied inlays. Philip produced the
likes of The Venus Trail (A text adventure
and SEUCK shooter) and The Time Crystal (A
3DCK based title), as well as a Disk
Utility tool called Util 1541. Not content
with just producing games and utilities,
Parallel Logic produced a short-lived disk
magazine called Commodore Diskette and
included a popular PD library. Parallel
Logic also almost published Jon Wood’s
Colony game, after Jon turned up at his
door asking if he’d be interested in
publishing it.
As you will correctly have guessed - the
number of purchases were pretty dire, with
many of their games put straight into the
PD library in the end. Focus moved to the
PD Library and diskzine - but hitting the
age of 17, discovering women and continued
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poor sales of Commodore Diskette was
enough for Phil to call time. Colin by
this point had already moved onto the
Amiga as well. Parallel Logic ran overall
from between March 1994 and January 1996.
Phil though was never to be seen again
until around 2010, when he surfaced on
Lemon 64 and gave some hints regarding
3DCK game creation. As well as trying to
get his C64 collection back and hoping to
write another 3DCK game, Phil nowadays
writes professionally and in his spare
time writes a blog based on the old 80’s
comic
"Oink!"
(http://the-oinkblog.blogspot.co.uk/). Colin now works in
Texas for a large oil company and is doing
pretty well and has his own family.
Parallel Logic may be a distant memory,
but are not forgotten for their efforts!
To read Phil’s full story on Parallel
Logic,
check
out
http://tinyurl.com/
ntlm8c7
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within Garry Kitchen’s Gamemaker. Some of
his first efforts can be dated back to
1992,
which
were
distributed
via
PD
initially. Although Gamemaker is pretty
limited overall, Peter managed to produce
impressive titles regardless - but the
Stars and Rings series was probably his
strongest and most well-known of the games
overall. When software began to dry up,
Peter started to sell games and even
produce
a
fanzine
called
Commodore
Unlimited under his pre-existing Eagleware
International
Label,
to
some
initial
success.
Peter was mostly a one man band at first,
but later got people on board to help
release new productions under his label,
mostly in the form of acting as a
distributor for titles such as Samber,
Girltris, Insanity - as well as trying to
organise new title developments such as
Giana Strikes Back (which sadly was never
to exist). The familiar pattern continues
with a tale of poor sales and after a
final
flurry
of
releases
in
1997,
Eagleware International closed its doors Peter moving onto pastures new. We tried
to get hold of Peter to find out what he
was up to these days, but didn’t get a
response. From what we’ve found, he seems
to now work in the world of insurance,
very likely in development work.

Peter Staaks
Whereas many developers in the heighty
commercial
days
of
the
C64
were
essentially trying to make a living first
and foremost (though many also loved
working on the machine), those in the
darker, latter commercial days were mostly
actual fans trying to save the machine in
whatever way they could. Making money was
merely a bonus to them.
Peter Staaks joins that list of people,
producing numerous games over the years

And there we have it for another
issue. If you have any suggestions for
future candidates, please contact the
main RESET email address and make your
suggestions known!
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They Were Our Gods
By PaulEMoz

Martin Wheeler

Ronny Corbett’s pullover - All
the rage in 1985!

“I was on a high,
having a game
published. I
remember going on
a shopping spree,
buying bleached
jeans, florescent
socks and the sort
of pullover only
Ronnie Corbett
could get away
with.”

In the last couple of years,
I've spoken to lots of people
who contributed to making our
gaming hobby the best thing
ever in the 80s and 90s. I've
notched
up
some
tremendous
interviews which are all going
into the book I'm writing.
Sometimes, though, it's good
to share bits of them through
other avenues, one of which is
Reset.
In many cases, it's a
good way to catch up on what
these folks are up to now.
Many
of
them
are
still
producing interesting work in
one form or another, and it's
nice to give it a bit of a
showcase.
A little while ago, I talked
to Martin Wheeler.
Although
he
worked
mostly
on
the
Spectrum back in the day, he
did produce graphics for some
Commodore 64 games too.
He
was probably best known as
part of a collective rather
than
individually...
Martin
was one of the members of
Virgin's Gang of Five. Here's
a wee snippet from our chat.
PM: Did you ever have a career
in mind when growing up, and
if so, what did you fancy
doing?

David Rowe has produced an
e-book and hardcover based on
his Knightmare art. Send him an
email if you are interested!
djrowe66@gmail.com

MW: As a kid I was into Sci-fi
art. I was an avid 2000AD
reader
and
spent
my
time
drawing
comics.
I
probably
would've become an artist had
I not discovered video games
in the late 70s.
PM: What got you interested in
computers, and then computer
programming
and
more
specifically,
games
programming?

MW: I got into computers via
arcade games: Space Invaders,
Asteroids, Defender. I wanted
to play those games at home,
and to be able to make my own
games too.
Martin's
first
game,
Dr.
Franky and the Monster, was
released on the Spectrum when
he was just fourteen years
old. CRASH magazine said that
“apart from Spectron, this is
Virgin's
best
ever
game”.
Pretty high praise for one so
young!
MW: “I was on a high, having a
game
published.
I
remember
going on a shopping spree,
buying
bleached
jeans,
florescent socks and the sort
of
pullover
only
Ronnie
Corbett could get away with.
The
reviews
were
mostly
positive, but there was an
element of “could do better” an echo of my school report.
Deep down I knew that I had
been lucky.”
You would think that there
could be no bad points to
ha vi ng
a
ga me
re le as ed
professionally at the age of
fourteen.
Turns out that
wasn't the case…
MW: “It wasn't easy being at a
big comprehensive school. I
got picked on because of my
apparent success. I came home
covered in bruises on several
occasions - one of the hard
kids tried to extort money
from me. There was even some
hostility
from
the
staff,
because
I
had
never
been
included
in
the
computer
studies class - and the fact
that I publicized that did not
reflect well on the school.”
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It's a cruel, harsh world out there, kids.
Fortunately things would soon look up for
Martin, as he moved from solo programmer
to team member with the Gang of Five.
MW “It was the best thing that could have
happened to me at the time. I was only
sixteen when I joined the Gang Of Five and
I learned more in that close working
environment than in all my years of school
– the most important thing being how to
collaborate with others on projects.”
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MW “I've always been into synth music but
the sound work I did at Virgin was very
basic,
early
experimenting.
I
didn't
produce audio work at a professional level
until much later, in the mid 90s when I
recorded game audio and music tracks for
the Philips PC game Nihilist.”

While at Virgin, Martin found himself
working on Commodore 64 games. The first
of those was Erebus:
MW “Virgin wanted a quick Uridium clone
and Steve Lee most likely adapted the game
from his earlier Falcon Patrol. There
wasn't much creativity involved on my part
really – it was just a case of drawing a
few sprite and character sets for the
enemies / background. My involvement was a
bit half-hearted when you look back at
it.”

Falcon – The Renegade Lord. London looks a bit grim.
PM: Please tell me a little bit about your
music project, Vector Lovers. How did it
start, what was it inspired by, and did
you have any aim in mind other than
producing the music you wanted to play?
MW: “I have been composing and recording
music since the mid eighties but it wasn't
until 2002 that I finally got round to
releasing my own record on vinyl. With
airplay from John Peel and Daniel Miller
(founder of Mute Records) it gained a bit
of a cult following and in 2003 I signed a
record deal with UK techno label Soma
Records. I have since released five albums
under the name Vector Lovers.”

Erebus. Nice and shiny!
Next up was Falcon - The Renegade Lord, a
curious game about time travel based on a
series of comic books. Time was a feature
in other ways too... the actual act of
travelling through time took absolutely
ages!
MW “I seem to remember going from the
future to the Jurassic took so long you
could go make yourself a cup of tea while
the clock ticked back. You'd have to ask
Steve Lee why. Again, I really was 'just
the artist' on this, having very little to
do with the game itself.”
PM: You did audio work for Virgin. Was
music and audio always a love of yours?

PM: Pimp yourself! What do you do now?
MW: “After releasing a couple of iOS games
(Surveillant and Go Robo!) on my own, I
set up a small indie dev team under the
name Recluse Industries in November 2013.
We're currently developing a 1st person
sci-fi adventure game called VIGIL. It's
part
tragic
love
story,
part
psycho
thriller and all being well, will be ready
for release at the end of the year. Follow
@recluse_games on Twitter for updates on
our progress.”

Thanks to Martin for giving up his time
for the chat.
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David Rowe
You might not have realised this, but
David Rowe was a massive part of your
teenage gaming years. “But what games did
he write?”, I hear you ask. Not a single
one.
“Which music did he write, then?”,
you cry. None whatsoever. He was one of
that rare breed of talented chaps who drew
your cover art.
He drew loads of them,
and
some
you
will
instantly
and
undoubtedly recognise are the covers for
Ant
Attack,
Delta,
The
Sentinel,
Speedball, Spindizzy and The Way of the
Exploding Fist.
Classic work, indeed. I'm talking to
about those works as you read this,
thought it might be interesting to
on another aspect of his work with
you might be familiar.
You see,
produced all the artwork for the TV
Knightmare.

David
but I
touch
which
David
show,

As TV shows for teens go, Knightmare was
gold. With its combination of roleplaying,
teenage
contestants
and
groundbreaking
artwork and graphics, it appeared at just
the right time to capture the imaginations
of millions of teatime viewers.
As one of those viewers, I've always been
int ri gue d
by
th e
bac kgr ou nd
to
Knightmare... how the idea came about, how
they constructed those rooms and how it
all worked. Fortunately, David was more
than
happy
to
talk
about
his
involvement...
and
the
project
he
undertook
recently
to
document
his
Knightmare work in a book. Here's the
lowdown on one of the best “kids'” shows
ever.
PM: Many readers, and in fact many people
who didn't even play computer games, will
know your work from the Knightmare TV
show. It's not the sort of work for which
there was much precedent... how did you
come to get the job of working on
Knightmare?
DR: I was on an artwork delivery trip to
Melbourne House in Richmond. Paula Byrne
was the art director and she had just had
a phone enquiry from Tim Child who was
interested
in
the
airbrushed,
clammy
stonework that I had been doing for games

covers. Tim was writing for Anglia TV’s
news desk at the time and was an avid
games player.
I phoned from Paula’s
office straight away and arranged to meet
Tim, in Norwich, with my portfolio.
The
games
industry
was
in
creative
overdrive at the time and developers were
pushing hard at the technical boundaries
to make ever improving games. Tim was no
exception. As an enthusiastic adventure
game player, he wanted something more than
plain text or very simple graphics. As the
computer technology wasn’t up to it at the
time, the answer lay in television and his
interest
in
the
emerging
Chromakey
technology which allowed compositing live
actors into any scene. We can all remember
the TV weather man standing in front of
his changing maps with that tell-tale blue
fringe around his body.
We soon found that we shared the same
passion and enthusiasm for what was to be
an innovative and ground breaking project.
I went away to produce 5 illustrations for
a test piece, pilot programme that was to
become Knightmare.
PM:
Did you have any interest in
dungeons and dragons subject matter?

the

DR:
I was interested in many aspects of
Sci-Fi and Fantasy. It was my privilege to
be allowed to explore the murky depths of
my imagination to come up with ideas for
artwork. It was applying this to the
requirements of a brief that excited me
rather than the subject matter itself.
PM:
How many pieces did you
producing for use in the show?
DR:

end

up

I think that it ended up at about 48.

PM:
Were
there
any
particularly
challenging aspects of producing artwork
for a TV show?
DR: There were many constraints, but once
established and understood by everybody
involved, they were overcome.
The first thing was to ensure that the
illusion
of
a
character
walking
convincingly inside a still illustration
was maintained. If the perspective of
either element clashed, then the spell
would be broken.
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The answer to this was to have a fixed
camera position that was set for the
entire series. The Knightmare team then
commissioned
Jean
Peyre,
the
French
special effects master to produce a grid
for the geometry of each room. This was to
underpin every room painting that I did,
although later on, different grids were
produced for lower, fixed camera angles.
The production of a large number of
artworks in a short space of time required
a disciplined approach. I aimed to produce
one artwork a day, allowing myself 4 hours
sleep a night for 3 weeks. I produced a
drawing on illustration board with the
first airbrush mask cut and ready for the
next day. I aimed to paint it in the day
and get the next drawing ready for the
following day. It was an exciting time and
I revelled in it, living on adrenalin!
There was no time for posting roughs for
approval, so I invested in a fax machine
that could send drawings up to A3 in half
toned shades. In that way, I could get
faxed room descriptions and send back a
pencil rough in quick order.
PM:
How long did it take to produce all
the pieces that were needed for a series?
Did it take less time as the series
progressed, due to the fact they might
reuse some pieces?
DR:
See above. I was able to take a bit
more time and work more sensibly in later
series. There were, by then a large number
of artworks available for use and this
made cutting and pasting together new
rooms a possibility for the computer
graphics team.
PM:
Was it something of a dream job for
you? Most artists want their work exposed
to as many as possible... having you work
all over televisions must have been the
kind of exposure you could hardly dream
of!
DR:
It certainly didn’t hurt when I was
pitching for other work. I count myself
fortunate
to
be
part
of
a
team,
brilliantly led by Tim Child that made
such a fantastic piece of TV history. Of
course I loved seeing my name roll by on
the credits, but my biggest thrill was to
see my contribution work so well. I

remember thinking when I sent the first
room
painting
off
that
the
vertical
perspective on the columns to either side
surely couldn’t work.
My fears were allayed when the dungeoneer
appeared from the bottom of the screen as
if actually in a 3D room. He was even
casting a shadow over the floor which
anchored him to the ground. The excellent
work of the production team made the
programme the success it was and it was a
dream to be a part of it.
PM: Do you find it odd, annoying, ironic
or
even
amusing
that
there
was
a
Knightmare computer game but you didn't do
the cover art for it?
DR: That would be the Mindscape cover and
I thought “Ah Well! I can’t do them all.“
I did, however introduce Rod Cousens, then
at Activision, to Tim Child and they did a
deal
on
the
Activision
version
of
Knightmare, developed by Mevlut Dinc. I
did the cover artwork for that.
PM:
You also have a shop available on
your website where people can buy posters
of your work and other memorabilia, as
well
as
your
newly-produced
"Art
of
Knightmare" book! What can you tell me
about the items for sale? This is your
chance to be a salesman, so go for it!
DR:
I have a number of interesting and
rare items from the early days of games.
These include: A black and white woven
cloth patch with the illustration for’ Way
of the Exploding Fist’; A free standing,
A2 laminated shop display for ‘Shadow of
the Beast III’; Two copies of the game
still
in
their
shrink
wrappers;
4
different versions of proof copies of the
notorious
‘Clive’
Awards
that
were
presented at the annual InDin Awards to
name but a few.

www.davidrowe.net
www.facebook.com/david.rowe.art
http://davidroweblog.wordpress.com/

Thanks to David for his participation in
this article.
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Commercial Release!

Game Review

Game: Gravitrix
Developer: Robot Riot Games
Release Date: TBA
Available: RGCD (cartridge), Psytronik (disk)
It’s a bit like: Soko-Ban
Score: 7.5/10
Gravity… Isaac Newton has a lot to answer for, proven
wrong by the humble C64. What goes up, must come
down... Except in the case of Gravitrix, where gravity
pulls from left and right as well. Confused? Hopefully
you’ll land on your feet and not fall into the abyss
when playing this brand spanking new C64 puzzler. Let’s
dive into it!
“Yes, the need for
persistence is a
gameplay element
that has been
largely forgotten
in these days of
endless lives,
save points and
tutorials… Wimps!”

Game Overview
Block pushing puzzlers have
been around since the early
80’s, with Soko-Ban being one
of the first ever examples of
the genre. Gravitrix takes this
simple concept, and ups the
ante by making things more
complicated with the addition
of one simple gameplay mechanic
- gravity!
Each of the four differently
coloured
blocks
have
a
direction emblazoned on them,
and that changes the way they
are influenced by gravity. Your
mission is to move the blocks
around each single-screen maze
until you get all the similarly
coloured blocks together and
clear the level.
It
sounds
simple,
but
the
increasingly
complex
mazes
offer a worthy challenge for
your
videogame-addled
brain.
There’s
a
host
of
other
inconveniences and occasionally
helpful
additions,
including
teleporters, walls, movers and
even blocks that change the
direction of any block that
touches it to contend with, not
to mention a sometimes cruel

timer to spur you on. There’s a
lot to contend with and, with 6
unique worlds (each with its
own graphical theme and in-game
tune) and 120 levels packed
into the game, you’re set for a
while.
Each level has its own unique
password and there are also
instructions available via a
menu on the title screen.
Gravitrix is the first C64 game
by developer and scene newcomer
Robot Riot Games. RGCD and
Psytronik are taking on copublishing duties once again,
with RGCD releasing the game on
cartridge
(using
a
newly
developed
4Mbit
PCB)
and
Psytronik publishing a disk
version.
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Unkle K - 8/10

Gazunta - 7/10

Well, isn’t this a pleasant surprise.
Gravitrix seems to have come out of
nowhere, with news of its existance not
widely spread around the scene until near
the end of its development. All we had to
go by late last year was a small preview
and teaser website. I’m a fan of puzzle
games when they are done well, but the C64
became a dumping ground of mundane and
unoriginal puzzle games in the 1990’s and
there hasn’t really been anything terribly
exciting released in the last 20 years
since. Three exceptions come to mind; 2048,
Phase Out and Zoo Mania. Everything else
has been quickly forgotten. I’m pleased to
say, that Gravitrix could well sit atop of
the other three aforementioned games as the
best C64 puzzler released in decades!

For a game about just shuffling blocks
around, Gravitrix looks awesome. There’s a
commendable amount of attention to detail
on display in the presentation - a thumping
title tune welcomes you to a slicklypresented menu, and every level looks an
absolute treat. Later stages are a real joy
to behold, with little graphical flourishes
livening up what would otherwise be a
pretty staid looking game. More games
should have fish in the background. More
games should have bears on the side of
everything for no real reason. These are
things I believe in.

The first thing that hits you is the jaw
dropping presentation. The front end is
attractive and sets the tone for things to
come. The usual options such as password
entry and on screen instructions are
welcome too.
In
game,
the
graphics
and
music are of the
highest quality
and
give
the
game
a
modern
feel, in terms
of
C64
game
development.
Gravitrix looks and sounds like a modern
C64 game, so you won’t be going goo-goo
nostalgic over this one. It’s all down to
the concept and gameplay! Thankfully, it
works extremely well and the gravity
element makes the game a real brain buster
and quite compulsive. Some of the level
design and graphics can be initially
confusing, but with trial and error and
pure persistence you can beat the puzzles.
Yes, the need for persistence is a gameplay
element that has been largely forgotten in
these days of endless lives, save points
and tutorials.. Wimps!
Gravitrix would be a good puzzler on any
platform, but is truly at home on the C64.
It’s certainly a game that has been
developed with attention to detail given a
priority. The concept is sound, the levels
well designed and most importantly the game
is fun. Well worth a purchase!

There
is
one
galling
flaw
in
the
presentation that has severely hampered my
enjoyment
of
Gravitrix:
the
password
system. At the start of every level you’re
shown an eight-character password that you
can enter to save your progress, and that
sounds great! However, it’s not stored
anywhere in the game, and you’ve got
nowhere to retrieve it when you go back to
the main menu, something easily done
accidentally by pressing down on the
joystick between levels. It would have been
nice if they at least let you automatically
continue from a previous session without
having to remember to write down passwords
every couple of minutes. The end result of
this oversight is that you end up replaying
earlier levels a lot, and since there’s
only one correct solution to each level it
gets repetitive really quickly.
I wasn’t expecting to like this much,
block-sliding puzzle games don’t feature
heavily in my “best games ever” lists, but
there’s a certain “one more level” quality
to it all that makes it worth your while.
Give it a go, you might fall for it.
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Book Review
Title: Ready: A Commodore 64 Retrospective
Author: Roberto Dillon
Release Date: January 2015
Publisher: Springer
Price: 99€ (hardcover), 83,29€ (eBook).
157 pages.

what's out there.
The latest
to hit the shelves is Ready: A
Commodore 64 Retrospective by
Roberto Dillon.

Dr. Roberto Dillon is a games
designer, author, professor
and above all else, retro
gamer!

Interestingly, Roberto's book
differs from any other I've
read in that it's presented
rather like a thesis.
Facts
are backed up with sources,
pictures
are
labelled
with
“Figure” numbers... so although
it's a fun and relatively light
-hearted subject, it's given a
serious treatment.

“Once you get
through the
techie stuff,
it's onto the
games.

There

are lots of
them, tackled
by genre.”

Despite its technical
aesthetics, Ready is nicely
presented and easy to read.

You know, for all the internet
is a wonderful thing and an
almost infinite resource of
information,
there's
just
something special about reading
a book. Whether in physical or
digital
form,
there's
just
something about the effort that
goes into a book which compels
you to read it.
When it's on
our favourite subjects... in
this case, the Commodore 64...
it's irresistible.
As an aspiring and prospective
author myself, I feel it's my
duty to check out each one as
it arrives. I'm not trying to
pinch ideas or even check out
the
competition...
I
just
happen to be interested in

The book has nine sections,
with several of them split into
sub-sections. It begins with a
foreword from Michael Tomczyk,
who helped develop the VIC-20
and, to a
slightly
lesser
degree,
the
Commodore
64.
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Having such a name lending his weight to
the
book
adds
a
distinct
air
of
authenticity,
and
his
words
are
interesting to read.
From there, Roberto gets technical, going
through a history of Commodore and then
into the architecture of the C64.
It's
quite interesting, although a bit too
technical
for
a
non-techie
like
me.
Still, it's useful for setting the scene
of how the games we know and love came to
be made.
Once you get through the techie stuff,
it's onto the games.
There are lots of
them, tackled by genre.
Roberto goes
through the likes of platform games,
racing games, adventures, shoot 'em ups,
etc,
talking
about
notable
games
in
chronological order.
He explains why he
feels they deserve a mention as part of
the C64's history, and this is where the
fun begins.
As it's presented like a
thesis, everything within it is arguable.
So
you
might
well
find
yourself
disagreeing with a number of Roberto's
choices.

It's something I've mentioned before, and
it's common to all such books... how do
the games that get chosen for inclusion
make it, and why do others not get
included? With over 20,000 games released
on the C64, it's impossible for anyone to
get it right, but in this book's case,
you're
almost
encouraged
to
agree,
disagree or think of alternatives.
The book gets technical again towards the
end, with forays into the world of game
design and what is almost a tutorial
introduction
to
the
Shoot
'Em
Up
Construction
Kit.
The
whole
thing
finishes up with a mini-rarity guide and
then more technical information based
around the C64's architecture.
Ready: A Commodore 64 Retrospective is an
interesting book with a lot to like about
it. It takes a different approach to any
other book out there, and provides a shot
of nostalgia while offering up the chance
of discussion and debate.
There are
things that I might have done differently,
but then again it's not my book.
What's
here works well enough for it to be worth
a read to ardent Commodore 64 fans.
With that in mind,
it's a real shame
that the book has
been priced out of
reach
of
most
fans.
Priced
at
£90
for
the
The physical edition of Ready
hardcover
(which
comes in hardcover only and
only
contains
has close dimensions to Sam black and white
Dyer’s C64 Commpendium. pictures) and a
ridiculous
£72
for the eBook, it's almost impossible to
recommend at those prices unless you are a
serious enthusiast or collector. Given a
much more sensible price for the eBook or
even a cheaper softcover, this would find
a much greater market. If you think that
you would be interested in reading this
and would also consider a purchase at a
more reasonable price, why not contact the
publisher and let them know the error of
their ways? Springer can be contacted at
customerservice@springer.com.

Paul Morrison.
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Games That Weren’t
By Frank Gasking

Lions of the Universe. Not
quite an Armalyte killer, but a
fantastic game in its own right
and the follow-ups were
highly anticipated.

“The review helped
paint a tantalizing
picture of the
game, with a story
depicting a fight
against an evil
alien race which
has emerged,
wanting to disturb
peace in the
universe.”

The 64’er review of Born in
Space featured some stunning
looking screenshots

Game: Born in Space + Return of the Lions,
©1994 Talentebank
Code: Hannes Sommer
Graphics: Hannes Sommer
Sound: Karl Sommer
GTW Link:
http://www.gamesthatwerent.com/gtw64/born-in-space/
http://www.gamesthatwerent.com/gtw64/return-of-lions/

So many of us could have very
easily missed out on the talents
of
Hannes
Sommer
and
many
others, unless you were German
and were lucky enough to have
tons of superb software titles
being released through the likes
of CP Verlag and Golden Disk.
Luckily in the UK, we had the
likes
of
Electric
Boys
Entertainment Software to bring
to our attention titles such as
Heavenbound, Freds Back and a
fantastic
shoot-em-up
called
Lions of the Universe - all
superb and colourful titles by
the wonderful Hannes Sommer, who
was to brighten up our screens
during the early to mid-90’s.
At the time of 1993/94, there
was nothing really coming too
close to taking Armalyte’s crown
(especially for the author in
particular) many hadn’t yet
played
Enforcer
by
Manfred
Trenz, and Catalypse mostly felt
like more of the same (even
though it was worth more than
the terrible 20 odd percent Zzap
rating
it
so
scandalously
received!).
When Lions Of The
Universe first showed up, it
looked like a far more colourful
edition of Armalyte, and the
game blew many people away.
It

was a much faster paced and
energetic in comparison to
Armalyte, and many were won
over by the title. Many will
argue that it doesn’t come
even close to Armalyte, but
it would be hard pushed to
say that at the very least it bloody well comes close if
anything!

Lions of the Universe
For many of us who were left
still
supporting
the
C64,
hearing that a sequel was on
the cards in the form of
Return
of
the
Lions
was
exciting news.
Certainly in
1996 and with a dire lack of
new software, it was welcome
news indeed
A preview was
put out (along with a sequel
to Heavenbound called Lord Mc
Sun), with plans for the
finished game to be released
by Cherry Software - a shortlived
mail-order
software
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label of cracker group F4CG that existed
around the mid to late 90’s. The preview
depicted pretty much more of the same,
with the only real differences being with
the maps and and some of the sprite
graphics. Still - more of the same isn’t
always a bad thing if the original concept
works - right? The preview gave enough of
a taster to get people relatively excited
- it was the amount of people which was
the problem though...
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uncover or find we are sad to reveal.
The story could easily end there, but
interestingly during the early days of GTW
and scouring the internet for clues, a
preview was discovered called “Born in
Space”.
Rather startlingly, the game
seemed to be yet another in the Lions
series, making it look like a potential
Star Wars’esq trilogy was almost produced.
This time though, compared to Return of
the
Lions,
the
entire
game
was
a
spectacular event, taking Lions of the
Universe and giving it a shot of something
very very strong.
With
massive,
colourful
and
detailed
backgrounds and a superb scrolling effect
where the screen would move up and down as
you scrolled from right to left - Born in
Space was a thing of beauty. Although the
preview was a rolling demo, it would be
enough to blow anyone away who would view
it.

Sales were never going to bring Hannes
much profit, and it was clear now the C64
was all but dead in the water and any
money made would be pocket money at best.
Hannes was doing C64 games to make a
living, and it was clear that this was not
going to any longer happen.
Return of
the Lions was reluctantly cancelled by
Hannes and forgotten about, as he moved on
from the C64 and onto producing code for
Apple computers to bring in an income.
Hannes confirmed in later years when
questioned that the preview essentially
contained pretty much all that was ever
produced. There was nothing more left to

Seeming far more advanced than Lions and
Return of The Lions, you would think that
the game was an abandoned 3rd game that
got started at the same time as the
sequel.
However - you would be quite
wrong (as I very much was!)
“No it was
not meant to be a sequel. Since Born in
Space
was
quite
different
regarding
technical realisation (16 colour side
scroll plus up/down) and gameplay, we made
a total different story out of it.”,
Hannes confirmed.
What was thought to be
a related game, was something completely
different from Hannes - though influences
from Lions was clear to see still.
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The full game itself was fully reviewed in
an issue of 64’er magazine back in 1994,
scoring a very impressive 9/10 and showing
far more than was ever shown in the
preview.
Although you may be initially
thinking it, this was no review of a
rolling demo, 64’er had something far more
advanced - and this was made clear by the
inclusion of many different and unseen
screens. But although reviewed, there was
no sign of a full game anywhere.
The review helped paint a tantalizing
picture
of
the
game,
with
a
story
depicting a fight against an evil alien
race which has emerged, wanting to disturb
peace in the universe. Featuring 4 large
levels in total, with 2 stages each and
scrolling across both space and different
planet schemes, the game was described as
being a rock hard challenge. Each of the
stages ended with a large boss to destroy
as well to really test your skill.
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causing all kinds of chaos on screen. The
difficulty increases further when you
learn that on each level you must start
again with basic weaponry.
Everything
that came out of the review just glowed,
making the game even more desirable to all
who now seek it. It seems a tragic shame
that many have never got to play a game
which Hannes no doubt put a lot of blood
and sweat into.
Hannes confirmed that Born in Space was
completed, and so the review is valid.
The game was actually sold very briefly by
Hannes himself at the price of 30 marks,
but Hannes sadly has no details of who the
game was sold to exactly. Even sadder is
the news that Hannes doesn’t believe he
has anything of the game himself in an
executable form, and is desperate to find
a copy to see again after over 20 years.
But it seems that Hannes DOES have source
code for the game, but has been unable to
compile them and get something working.
It isn’t clear if it is down to a lack of
a C64, or just forgetting how to compile
everything again.
Worse case, it means
that if no executable version is found,
then it could be very possible to see the
game reconstructed from its sources. This
may be something that could take a long
long time to organise due to Hannes’ busy
work schedule these days.
Hannes holds out hope that he may yet
still discover a disk with the complete
and executable game on, and if so - will
preserve the title for others to finally
play.
However, as there are believed to
be a few copies out there, are they in
fact in someone’s forgotten collection
just waiting to be ported? The search is
now on to see if this wonderful shoot-emup can ever be saved. Watch this space...

Although not part of the series, the game
does share some aspects of the Lions
games, where your similiar looking ship
can get upgraded with a large arsenal of
weaponry by picking up collectables -

Visit Games That Weren’t 64 for
information on many more lost and
unreleased Commodore 64 games.
http://www.gamesthatwerent.com/gtw64/
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The Net
DLH’s Commodore Archive

C64.COM

http://www.bombjack.org/commodore/

http://www.c64.com/

DHL’s is a site dedicated to preserving
out
of
p rin t
C omm od ore
re lat ed
publications
in
a
range
of
genres.
Archiving sites such as DHL’s are so
important in preserving the history of the
Commodore 64. What sets DHL’s archive
apart is the sheer volume of PDF’s that
have been made available, not to mention
the different categories.

C64.COM is a Commodore 64 fan site that
offers a bit of everything. As well as
offering news and both games and demo
databases, the site hosts a range of
original and archived articles, videos and
interviews.
The
interviews
focus
on
developers from the heyday of the C64 and
as most of them were conducted fairly
recently, they offer a fresh perspective
of a time long past! The scene interviews
are fun to read, asking 20 questions to a
range of sceners from the golden years to
present day. It’s good, fun reading. One
slight grumble, it would be nice to have
the year the interview was conducted next
to the links ;-)

Here we can find a vast assortment of
scans, ranging from classic C64 magazines
(entire
sets!),
instructions
for
applications and games, advertisements and
programming reference books (amongst many
other things). If you are after an elusive
book, magazine or manual, DHL’s would be
your first stop.
The archives preserved on DHL are long out
of print. The site automatically links to
the copyright holder or point of sale for
anything
that
is
still
available
to
purchase, such as Loadstar Compleat.
DHL’s
archive
is
already
extremely
comprehensive and is continually growing
and regularly updated. Like all site’s
like this, it is entirely a fan and hobby
project. There is a PayPal donation link
to help with server costs, as well as an
appeal for donations or scans of anything
that may be missing from the archive
itself. The site itself may not be pretty,
but it is perfectly functional and easy to
navigate.
DHL’s Commodore Archive is a fantastic
resource that will take you years to fully
appreciate and explore.

The games and demo databases are a welcome
addition. Although they are not presented
quite as well as some other databases
available
elsewhere,
they’re
comprehensive enough to keep you occupied
for a long while. Both databases appear to
be very accurate, and as an added bonus,
every game and demo in each database is
downloadable
from
the
site
too.
The
information presented includes the usual
credits
and
screenshots,
as
well
as
opportunities to vote and comment on
releases and download the SIDS.
C64.COM is a well presented and nostalgic
trip down memory lane. The steady flow of
new content and news helps keep it
relevant, as well as giving it the feel of
an e-zine.
Trawling through the articles
and
interviews
is
both
fun
and
informative.
It’s
a
site
that
is
definitely deserving of multiple visits.
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Reset Mini-Bytes!
Tutti Frutti 64
Mayday!, 31/12/2014
Freeware
http://csdb.dk/release/?id=135730

So, Rocket Smash EX has finally
been released on the C64.
In the meantime, Hell has
actually frozen over!

“We reviewed Rocket
Smash EX way back in
Reset #04, but due
to the delay in
releasing the game
we thought we may as
well do it again and
can safely say that
it still impresses
as much now as it
did when we first
played it.”

Unfortunately, the retail
Psytronik and RGCD editions of
Phase Out feature the inferior
original version of the game. It’s
still a great game though, and
worth it for the extra goodies
alone!

Hot off the heels of their
submission into the 2014 RGCD
Compo, Mayday give us the
extended and bugfixed version
of
their
port
of
Shaun
Southern's C16 classic.
If you've not played the compo
edition
(or
it's
C16
counterpart), the gameplay's
fairly
straight-forward:
As
Super Strawberry, King of the
Orchard, you must progress
through each screen by either
collecting
all
of
the
che rri es,
def eat in g
the
wandering Acid Apples, or by
getting the apples placed on
each level down to the bottom
of the screen. Sometimes, it's
even a combination of those!
The game itself plays rather
well, you move about with the
joystick, collecting cherries
by running into them, and
dispatching Acid Apples by
trapping them under obstacles,
or by using your magic ball.
Whilst the competition release
of the game had a number of
minor
gameplay
bugs
and
differences, those have been
fixed, making this play just
like the original C16 release.
In addition to that, there are

a
few
extras
with
the
presentation - including a
neat intro (also containing a
great version of the music) to
introduce the game, along with
a high-score saver - though
these are both only available
on the disk version. There's
also the ability to switch
character sprites between the
original set as designed for
the C16, and a refreshed set
which has a little more style
to them.
All in all, it's a great
conversion
of
a
highly
regarded game for a fairly
unpopular
system
in
the
Commodore lineup. If you're in
the mood for an arcade-esque
experience which is incredibly
easy to pick up and play, then
it's well worth grabbing and
checking out.
8/10
Rob Caporetto

Phase Out V1.4
Inc-X, 4/12/2014
Commercial
http://inc-x.jimdo.com/phaseout-commodore-64/

Now here’s an interesting one!
We first reviewed Phase Out
back in Reset #02. We liked
the game,
but
there were
certain flaws that made it
ever slightly frustrating and
cumbersome
to
play.
I’m
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pleased to say that the developer must
have listened to the criticisms of his
customers and read the reviews, because
most of them have been addressed in this
new revision.
Phase Out is a tile swapping game. It has
the player flipping coloured squares on
their vertical or horizontal axis, in
order
to
match
them
and
make
them
disappear. When the screen is clear, you
move onto the next level. Simple! Well,
not quite, because you have to think
ahead, otherwise you may make moves that
inhibit matching tiles down the track,
forcing you to restart the level. Things
are made even more difficult by two
timers, one that gives an overall level
time limit and the other a time limit for
each move you make.
For the first release, our main criticisms
were around game pacing and other gameplay
practicalities. Most importantly, you can
now speed up the level transitions to
improve the overall flow of the game, as
well as being able to use a key in-game to
kill a level and immediately re-start it
if you can’t make anymore moves. These two
minor
fixes
alone
improve
the
game
considerably and make it much more fun to
play.
Inc-X have done a fantastic job putting
the
elements
of
the
game
together.
Graphics
are
crisp,
colourful
and
attractive. The title and in-game music is
fantastic and the overall presentation is
of a very high standard.
Inc-X already had a highly polished game
and
sound
concept
with
the
previous
release. However, I applaud them for
taking the time to fix the game, because
it has made Phase Out a much more fun and
less frustrating game to play, and isn’t
that
what
it’s
all
about?
Highly
recommended.
Note: These fixes only apply to the
digital download available from the Inc-X
website,
not
the
physical
versions
available from RGCD and Psytronik.
7/10
Unkle K

Eggland
Stefano, 25/10/2014
Freeware
http://csdb.dk/release/?id=133918

Man, I really love eggs. Scrambled, fried,
stuffed in a sandwich that I sneakily buy
from the bakery across the road when I
should be on a diet - I’ll take ‘em how I
can get ‘em. So I was eager to crack open
Eggland and feast upon what lay inside.
A shame, then, that Eggland is a bit
undercooked.
There’s
some
great
ingredients
on
offer
block-sliding
puzzles, enemies to fight or avoid, and
different environments to explore - but
everything feels half-done. Visually, it
looks like a working prototype that never
had any polish applied to it with illdefined
sprites
trudging
slowly
over
indistinct backdrops.
Sometimes it’s hard to tell what’s a
threat and what’s a collectable, which
results in a frustrating lesson in trial
and error. The fact that there’s a
keyboard command dedicated to killing
yourself in case the level gets terminally
broken is an indicator of how the level
design needed more time in the oven.
More
worryingly,
the
block-pushing
gameplay just doesn’t egg-cite. It would
have been great if the world felt more
alive, but everything feels static and
uninviting. There’s an interesting game
inside
the
over-zealous
collision
detection and boring enemy characters, but
it’s hard to crack open.
4/10
Gazunta
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$2000-$3fff
Ian Henderson, December 2014
Freeware
http://csdb.dk/release/?id=135463

Eventually, you will succumb to the
destruction and weird glitches will occur.
Things deteriorate until eventually the
game crashes. Yes! CRASHES! That's a novel
idea, eh?
Imagine if you had to reload
off cassette?
I really like the idea of this game. It's
not a game I would come back to and play
time after time, but is a great addition
to the C64 games library with true
novelty. Some players have complained that
"the
game
crashes",
without
actually
realising it is meant to. I like that :)

Back in December 2014, Ian Henderson
entered this novel little game into the
Ludum Dare competition. If you're not
familiar with this, it's an accelerated
game making competition that occurs over a
two day period that has to fit a given
theme. This theme was "Entire Game on One
Screen" I believe.
It's rather unusual for a C64 game to be
entered, but this quirky little game was
an
eye
opener
for
many
Ludum
Dare
followers. $2000-$3fff
has a similarity
in gameplay to missile command, your play
area is a bitmap screen is filled with the
contents of the C64 memory, literally
dumped to the screen.

An added bonus is that when you download
this game, you not only get the cart and
disc version (yeah, you can spell disc as
that or "disk" if you prefer), but the
programmer has also released his source
code for you tinkerers out there. How cool
is that? Check it out.
8/10 (novelty value adjusted figure)
Roysterini

Rocket Smash EX
RGCD/Psytronik, February 2015
Commercial
http://rgcd.bigcartel.com/
http://rgcddev.itch.io/rocket-smash-ex
http://binaryzone.org/retrostore/

Missiles are drawn into the screen and in
doing so, are destructive to the memory
footprint
that
part
of
the
screen
represents. You need to protect the
contents
of
the
C64's
memory
by
intercepting the missiles by controlling a
cross across the screen and targeting the
missiles with your explosive weapon.
The aim of the game is to protect your
game/memory for as long as possible.
There's
no
score,
no
frills,
just
survival. Quite possibly, an addition of a
duration counter could have worked, but
due to the destructive nature of the game,
it would be pointless.

GET READY Commander 64! Fly up, down, and
all around, avoid the aliens or pew pew
pew them with your screen penetrating
laser! Scramble around the stage to
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collect rocket pieces to reassemble your
rocket to freedom. But wait, there is
more! Once the rocket is assembled, it
will need to be fully fuelled (via dropped
fuel cells) so you can make your escape
and land on the next challenging stage!
To keep things interesting and to get the
adrenaline pumping, you will need to get
the
objectives
completed
before
your
oxygen runs out. Alas, oxygen cells do
fall from the top of the screen, so grab
them to ensure you keep going, otherwise,
it is curtains for Commander 64! Oh yeh,
if you collide with an alien, it is
instant death! Sounds all easy aye? With
three difficulty levels, you will probably
find yourself playing Rocket Smash Ex in
either easy or normal mode. For those
sadists among you, try it on hard!
Enter the Charlie-Bravo-Mike system if you
dare. Rocket Smash Ex is a frantic
shoot’em-up
come
semi-puzzle-assembler
where your twitch reflexes will be tested
to the max. The control is sublime and
feels second nature. The single screen
gameplay is complimented by satisfying
music with awesome meaty sound effects.
We reviewed Rocket Smash EX way back in
Reset #04, but due to the delay in
releasing the game we thought we may as
well do it again and can safely say that
it still impresses as much now as it did
when we first played it. Available on
Cartridge and as a ‘pay what you want’
download from RGCD and on Disk/Tape from
Psytronik, Rocket Smash Ex is exactly what
your C64 is craving for - it is simply
brilliant!
9/10
Ausretrogamer

Scramble v1.1
Thomas Kite, January 2015
Freeware
http://csdb.dk/release/?id=136200
Ah, Scramble. I have fond memories of
playing
the
original
C64
“port”
of
Konami’s Scramble in my Aunty and Uncle’s
lounge, way back in the early eighties.

Scramble and Fort Apocalypse were two
games that had me hooked for no bigger
reason than I wanted to see what colour
the next level would be. Yes, colour. It’s
amazing to me these days that something as
simple as a palette change could be so
engrossing.
Step forward twenty years and I FINALLY
played the arcade version on Xbox 360.
Whilst the official C64 port maintained
the basic gameplay, it was clearly a step
or two below the coin-op offering.
Enter Scramble v1.1 by Thomas Kite. This
unofficial “conversion” is much closer to
the arcade version than Anirog’s early
eighties offering. All the thrills and
spills of the arcade are there, background
colour changes and all!
I still find this game damned hard,
perhaps not as hard as the coin-op but it
certainly has that 80’s, won’t hold you
hand, difficulty that modern games sorely
lack. I hate those fireballs!
In a nutshell, Scramble v1.1 is an
excellent port of a timeless arcade. If
you’ve
never
played
Scramble
before,
you’ve probably been hiding somewhere cold
and dark for the last few decades. It’s a
side-scrolling shooter that no classic
gamer should miss and Scramble v1.1 is
close enough to being the official arcade
port we all deserve.
8/10
Karl Burnett
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Format Wars!
By Last Chance

Game: Scumball
Publisher: Mastertronic/Bulldog
Software
Year: 1988
Written by Peter Gough for the ZX Spectrum.
Converted for the Commodore 64 by Martin
Howarth, with graphics by Tiny and music by
Tim Follin.

“Considering
Scumball was
basically a
good, cheap
clone of full
price titles
Underwurlde and
Starquake, you
certainly got
your money's
worth for two
quid.”

GAME STATUS

DESCRIPTION & REVIEW

Budget
game
publisher
Mastertronic's
final
release
under the Bulldog sub-label has
to be one of the most memorable
budget titles of all time.
Although clearly a cousin to
Ultimate's
Underwurlde
from
1984 and Bubble Bus' Starquake
from 1985, Scumball was more
accessible due to the initially
much lighter price tag and a
more easily memorisable map. At
the time of release, Crash gave
the Spectrum version a very
respectable 81%, and shortly
after, Zzap!64 gave the C64
version
79%.
Today,
the
Spectrum version has a score of
7.53 from 32 votes at World of
Spectrum, and the C64 version
has been given a 7.1 by 25
Lemon64 voters. Perhaps it's
not the most popular game of
all time, but I think it's a
fine farewell to a fine budget
sub-label.

As
suggested
by
the
other
comparable
game
examples,
Scumball is another one of
those
flip-screen
action
platformers in an immense mazelike environment. You control
an android named L.I.N.D.A.
(the Laser Incorporated Nasties
Disposal Android) through a
maze of sewers, shooting an
assortment of all sorts of
little nasties. These nasties
are headed by a monstrous green
slime creature, who likes to
keep to himself in a certain
corner
of
the
map.
Your
ultimate mission is to kill the
green slime monster with eight
grenades that are scattered
around the maze, but you can
only carry one grenade at a
time, so you've got a fairly
time consuming job ahead of
you.
Your
android
has
a
reasonably tough shield, but
considering the amount of work
you have, the amount of damage
you can withstand while at it
is relatively small. The shield
can
be
recharged
at
the
designated charging stations,
or
by
collecting
spare
batteries. Falling into water
will
kill
your
android
immediately, however, as will
collision with a flying spike
pod. Happily, the sewer maze is
inundated with other helpful

Spectrum Vs Commodore 64.
Two classic computers
battling it out once again!

Spectrum loading screen.
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So the C64 has a strong starting point. It
doesn't have a proper loading screen, but
instead you can play a version of Space
Invaders - it's Richard Aplin's Invade-aLoad,
which
was
often
used
for
Mastertronic (and its sub-labels) games at
the time. It is a rather playable version
of the game, so it's a very good option
for a normal loading screen. That said,
the original loading screen is very nice,
and I do think at least the original
version of any game should have one if
possible. But hey, each to their own.

C64 title screen.
items as well, such as laser refill packs
and invulnerability shields, so you will
be given a fair chance at completing your
mission. At the end of the game, your
performance is reviewed and given to you
in a report. The end results will depend
on your shooting accuracy, time spent on
the mission, times you have died and the
number of collected extra lives. You can
also view a status report during the game
with the report button, which also pauses
the game.
Whatever your success of performance with
the mission is at the end, it is a nice
feeling of achievement when you actually
get through the game. It is one of the
rare titles of this kind that I have
managed to beat fair and square, and I
still come back to it often enough. Still,
it's an above average game at best, and
your enjoyment mostly will depend on your
preference to the skill level required
from
each
version,
as
well
as
the
soundtrack
that
you
are
more
likely
willing to listen to for hours.

LOADING
For a change, we have some sort of a
believable
excuse
not
to
skip
this
section,
because
Scumball
was
only
released on tape for both machines. In
addition to that, the loading itself is
drastically different for each version.
Anyway, here are the loading times:
SPE - 5 minutes 14 seconds
C64 - 2 minutes 31 seconds

Invade-A-Load! (C64)
PLAYABILITY
Scumball is relatively simple in terms of
controls. You can only go left or right or
jump. Down is not an option. LINDA's jump
is by default a fairly high one - three
full platforms high. LINDA can also shoot
some sort of projectiles, which look
nothing like Laser, which it is supposed
to be, although I do have a theory about
this one, which I will get back to later
on. The projectiles are able to destroy
any other sort of nasty creature, except
for the giant white spiders and the great
green slime monster. Then there's that key
that you push when you want to see a
report of your current progress, but that
has too little to do with the game itself
for me to dwell on it.
To be brutally honest, Scumball is not a
particularly well designed or programmed
game. Controlling LINDA is easy enough and
will become a part of your DNA in no time,
but
it's
the
collision
detection,
particularly with some of the platforms,
that never quite reached my required
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standards. You see, there are some of
these trapezium-shaped platforms with the
narrow side down, that would clearly leave
some space for you to jump below from. But
no. All the platforms are strictly squares
or rectangles in terms of collision areas,
but are only stylized to make them look
like there's more room for error than
there really is. This is exactly the sort
of little thing that makes my blood boil.
Another well known point of irritation in
the game is that room that you shouldn't
go down from, which is number 118, but who
would ever remember that unless you had a
good number of hours behind you with the
game? Yes, the room below 118 brings an
inescapable Game Over. But it has to be
said that Scumball also has some very good
points to it as well, the most particular
one being that it never really feels too
difficult.
Once
you
find
the
slime
monster's "lair", and figure out a good
pattern to relatively safe adventuring
around the underground maze, the game
becomes dangerously addictive. Of course,
I wouldn't be writing this comparison if
there were not some important differences
between the two versions. There is a sense
of difference in difficulty in the two
versions, for various reasons. For one,
there are some screens in the game that
are re-designed for the C64, very likely
simply for the reason of making the game
easier. Secondly, the C64 version offers
collectable extra lives - the Spectrum
version doesn't. In both versions, you
will come across these diagonally moving
mines of sorts; on the Spectrum, they kill
you instantly, while on the C64, they will
drain your energy much like any other
enemy. Then again, the green tentacle
things that grow on the floor in random
places and wiggle around, drain your
energy quicker on the C64, and some of
those watery platforms don't work in all
places as they should, and will kill you
instantly, so there is a different sort of
balance in both games.
I'm sure I missed a few details there, but
I think that's enough to come to the
conclusion, that each version has its
merits in playability. If we were to oversimplify it, the C64 version would be the
light mode and the Spectrum version would
be the heavy mode. I prefer the C64

version, because I don't need to focus on
it that intensely, but I can understand if
someone preferred the original. So I'll
give them a tied place.
SPE - 1, C64 - 1

First screen - C64 (Top), Spectrum (bottom)
GRAPHICS
For a long time, I never really took the
time to really see the differences in the
two versions, mainly because I didn't have
to, even though I have played both
versions quite a lot across the years. For
the most part, the two versions do have a
very similar look.
It is clear throughout the game that the
C64 version is graphically a very straight
port of the Spectrum original in many
ways, but when it comes to the special
effects in the game, most of them didn't
make it onto the C64. You can already see
this on the title screen: the original has
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a title logo that flashes red, blue and
yellow, while the conversion only has a
simplified yellow Scumball plaque. The
Spectrum version is more colourful in this
case anyway, which is not something you
can say very often. When you start the
game, you get a brief "get ready" sort of
a screen, in which LINDA is being charged
up. Again, the original text is more
flashily
animated,
and
feels
more
colourful than the one in the conversion.
Also, the charging animation is a bit
different: the white cylinder at the top
of
the
charging
contraption
circles
around, which is indicated by a black line
going around; and the left thing going to
LINDA's
back
flashes
through
the
Spectrum's
palette.
On
the
C64,
the
cylinder is rolling a bit quicker, but is
the same colour as the pipes connecting
LINDA to the machine, and both of the
things going into LINDA's head flash
through the C64's colours. But you'd
really have to be a nihilist or something
to think this actually has any worth or
meaning in the end.

Contrarily, some of the nasties look
better on the Spectrum original because of
the usage of flash effects. On the C64,
you can't really tell the killer mines
apart from all the other monsters at
first,
but
then
again,
they
don't
instantly kill you on the C64 anyway.
Also, the green tentacle thingies flash
cyan on the Spectrum, while on the C64,
they are just green.
Finally, the great green Slime Monster is
animated to move his lower lip on the
Spectrum, while on the C64 he doesn't do
anything. I don't think we really need to
take a further look into all the details,
because it just doesn't serve a purpose.
Although the graphics are very similar in
basics, the special effects earn the
original version an easy win here.
SPE - 1, C64 - 0

All the location screens look as close to
each other as you could ever wish them to,
except for the few rare exceptions where
the screens have been slightly redesigned
for the C64 version. Apart from the
differences in palette, there is nothing
worth noting here.
One of the rare occasions in this game,
which features the inevitable clash of
attributes, is in connection with one of
the weird 'S' boxes, the purpose of which
escapes me completely. Since the item
inside the box is so nicely masked behind
the grid on the box, it is next to
impossible to decipher what the item
within the 'S' box is. On the C64, I have
never seen an item inside one of the
boxes, but there is no problem of showing
ite ms
of
tw o
d iff er ent
co lou rs
simultaneously in the same space.
Something that the C64 users can boast of
here
are
the
differently
coloured
collectables.
All
the
items
on
the
Spectrum are white, which of course is
necessitated by the attribute clash thing,
so because LINDA is white as well, you
will have as little of clashiness as
possible.

Green slime monster - C64 (Top), Spectrum (bottom)
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the C64 version wins by a hair's width,
but I have always thought a game should
have a proper loading screen. It's really
a personal choice.

SPE - 2, C64 - 2 (or 3)

Power charger (C64)
SOUNDS
This time, the sound bits are impossible
to explain and compare as extravagantly as
I would wish to. The Spectrum crowd might
have a say about this, but a relatively
short (1 minute and 10 seconds) but sweet
Tim Follin tune on repeat is infinitely
better than an array of really farty sound
effects that are indiscernible from each
other for the most part. An option would
be nice, but neither version offers one.
So I can only declare a win for the C64 on
this one. I suppose there could be some
people out there who listen to random
blurping for hours on end just for
entertainment,
and
this
is
just
my
opinion, but I seriously hope I'm of a
vast majority with this. Otherwise, my
faith in humanity will be lost forever.

Considering Scumball was basically a good,
cheap
clone
of
full
price
titles
Underwurlde and Starquake, you certainly
got your money's worth for two quid. Once
you get to know the map, on a good day you
might easily complete it under 15 minutes.
Once you complete it, though, it will not
likely hold much reason to play it very
often in the future, unless you're hell
bent on achieving the highest rating
possible.
For those of you, who wish for a slightly
more advanced version of Scumball, Paul
Jenkinson made a PC remake of it in 2002.
Instead of a flip-screener, the game is
now
a
4-way
scroller,
and
features
enhanced music and graphics, which are
mostly very pleasing and not overdone, and
I do recommend it for all of you who
enjoyed the original.
http://randomkak.blogspot.co.uk/search/
label/Scumball%20-%20PC

SPE - 0, C64 - 1

OVERALL
Personally, I grew up with the C64 version
of Scumball, so I might be a bit biased
towards it. But seeing as the game isn't
too much different from each other on
either machine, you are only left to
choose between visual effects over a
brilliant soundtrack, and also between
easy mode and hard mode. If we take
loading out of the equation, like it has
been done for quite a long time now, we'll
get a tied score. If, however, we choose
to give an extra credit for being able to
play a Space Invaders clone for a short
time while waiting for the game to load,

Scumball Remake (PC)

Visit Last Chance’s Blog,
Finnish Retro Game Comparison Blog
http://frgcb.blogspot.com.au/
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Whether it be with Slings and Arrows...
By Lenard R. Roach

Lenard loves the Commodore.
He’s a true believer!

“If I did write
another Commodore
volume, what
would it be
about?

To answer

that let's use
reverse logic and
decide what the
book would not
be.”

Still using your Commodore for
DeskTop Publishing? That’s
commitment to the cause!

It would appear that, now I am
getting more national as well
as international acclaim with
my spiels about Commodore,
that I should start curbing my
tongue a little and watch what
I really write about.
I
appreciate those who remind
me, both here at home and in
the Commodore world, that I
have a tendency to step on
toes with my comments, and
basically that is one of the
things
I
do
best,
I'm
afraid.
I hope that what I
put in the word processor will
make you think and react,
mainly for the positive. For
those of you who enjoy what I
write, then please check out
my only Commodore book still
in print, "Run/Stop-Restore:
10th
Anniversary
Edition."
This brings me to the point of
this written conversation...
As most of you readers know,
I'm trying to get my name out
in the Christian community as
well as it is in the Commodore
community, but it seems that
either (1) my material is not
welcome in the Christian world
or
(2 )
I
nee d
bett er
marketing.
I've been doing
the writing for churches since
1997 and I haven't made much
on
what
I've
done
for
them.
Am I approaching this
whole thing with the wrong
motives or attitude? This is
a possibility, but the church
is not what I need to be
writing about in a Commodore
magazine.
I've been debating for several
years as the whether I should
write a sequel to my 2000
Commodore success or just let
sleeping dogs lie and rest on
the laurels of what my last
book has done for me. Many of

you enjoy what I write which
sparks the interest in writing
another book. If I ever had a
fan base, it would be amongst
the
users
of
Commodore
m a c h i n e s
a n d
emulators.
Sadly, it took
several articles in Commodore
magazines to explain how to
approach
"Run/Stop-Restore:
1 0 t h
A n n i v e r s a r y
Edition."
Most readers felt
like my book was more like
reading a script to a bad You
Tube video, and for the most
part it probably was. In the
original release of "Run/StopRestore," all of the chapters
in the book we segmented into
arenas wherein a reader would
know what they were perusing;
kind of like a sign post at
the corner of a street letting
you know which road you were
on.
In the second release,
all sign post were removed and
the book read right on through
like a regular book should,
which led to confusion to the
reader.
With a little more knowledge
under my belt as to how the
structure of a book should go
(with still more to learn!),
if it comes about, the next
edition should run like the
original copy went, but still
without
illustrations
that
were
found
in
the
first
book. I'm still learning how
to put pictures in a book,
which for some reason is hard
for me. Until I can get this
method down, many of my books
will
lack
my
famous
(?)
drawings which helped propel
"Run/Stop-Restore"
into
the
out of print status; that, and
the fact that I just ran out
of funds to make any more
copies
of
the
book
to
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sell.
For those who would like to see a
copy of "Run/Stop-Restore," written and
printed in its original Commodore glory
then
please
go
to
my
website,
www.lenardroach.com.
If I get enough
requests to see at least a portion of the
book,
then
I
will
talk
to
my
web
administrator and release the best section
of the book for free download.

language,
or
any
other
form
of
communication with the machine.
I don't
know
anything
about
that,
either.
Basically, reader, I am a funny
man and storyteller, though I lack a funny
bone and, sometimes, a premise.
In many
cases I either leave a reader confused or
irritated.
I don't mean to.
I'm just
talented that way, I guess.

What would be the downside of me putting
another
Commodore
book
out
on
the
market?
One thing I can think of right
off is the flak I would get like I did on
"Run/Stop-Restore:
10th
Anniversary
Edition." I don't mind critics. When you
put something out on the market for any
reason you're going to pick up a critic or
two. In fact, some surperfilous son of a
excrement eating dog will, in words, tear
down what you've done, then verbally
attack your family, your self-esteem, and
even your house cat.
A wise guy on a
radio show I was listening to one day
said, "If you don't have a thick enough
skin to handle the slings and arrows that
will inevitably come your way by what you
have put into print, then hit delete on
your keyboard and go back to playing video
games," or something like that.
The
writing gig isn't for the faint of
heart.
I was also told by my writing
coach that the best way to handle a critic
is to not to answer them at all and
continue to press on through with your
project.
Usually a critic will hang
themselves with their own words sooner or
later; you don't need to widen the noose
on the rope for them -- they will do it on
their own. It would be a shame to have to
explain a second book like I did this last
one.

So what should the book be based on if not
history or programming?
That's what is
part of Commodore computers is its history
and function.
I am thinking of pursuing
the same format as I did before, but using
more updated material and focusing more on
what I personally can do and have done on
the machine.
Basically, the next book
should be a follow up to the last one, I
think,
as
a
continuation
of
the
series. It would be more of a "what the?"
instead of on a "about the" premise.

If I did write another Commodore volume,
what would it be about?
To answer that
let's use reverse logic and decide what
the book would not be.
As I have panned
and perused over several books about the
Commodore, it would be best to think that
the public does not need another history
book on the Commodore, it's founder, or
any other part of it. The book market is
saturated with such accounts.
I don't
kno w
an yt hi ng
a b out
tha t
st uf f
anyway. Neither should it be a book about
programming in Commodore BASIC, machine

With all of that said, in my spare time
I'll start working on the next volume of
the series.
This may take a couple of
years as I will be working on other
projects as well. With grace, I will have
the next book ready for the publisher
soon.

*This article was written on a stock
Commodore 128 and converted to PC using
the "Big Blue Reader" translation package.

Visit Lenard Roach’s Homepage
http://lenardroach.com/Home.php
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Brisbane C64 Night
By Stingray
Each year those passionate C64 loving folk at the top end of
Australia host one of the most beloved annual C64 events on
the Australian calendar. On October 25th, 2014, they treated
us to another one. Co-organiser Stingray reports.

The SuperCPU made a cameo
appearance. Beautiful, but
useful? Who cares!

“...the Hi
Score compo was
special this
time with a
very nice game
put together by
Ant and using
Danny's
joystick.”

Boys and their toys! The
wives were all at home
reading 50 Shades of Grey.

Thankyou to everybody that
made it to the night and also
to those that supported our
Brisbane C64 Night through
encouragement and kind words
and those who would have
loved to have come but were
unable to make it. I would
like to thank everyone that
helped tidy up the venue at
the end of the night and a
special thank you to Zap
(Shane) for helping out with
the C64 night, thanks Zap.
This was, I think, the best
Brisbane C64 night we have
had so far, it truly was a
very good night. It was great
to see Gavin's crew make the
effort once again to come
down from Caloundra, always
special to have you guys come
along to our C64 night. The
night pretty much started off
with
everyone
wanting
to
check out Mark's (the Amiga
guy) progress with the Outrun
remake, I think we are all
looking forward to seeing the
finished result, keep up the
fine effort Mark.
Gurt had a small range of
different
computers
setup
including a working Commodore
plus/4 in beautiful condition
and somehow Nero became our
official photographer for the
event.

Standing
around
eating
pizza
while
watching
'Warriors of Time' Demos on
the massive TV screen with
Deviet, Gazza and Andrew
adding
commentary
was
a
great
experience,
incredible to think that
back in the day some people
coded demos with just the
Action Replay monitor, no
assembler!

Then we had our High Score
compo,
now
this
was
special, not only did Ant
bring along Super Bread Box
but he also brought along a
SEUCK
game
he
had
put
together named 'Sopwiths &
Pterrordons'
(AKA
Pip!
Pip!), this game can be
found online at the 'SEUCK
vault' (www.seuckvault.co.u
k). Not only that but we
used Danny Galaga's custom
made
joystick
(http://
dannygalaga.com/db9.html)
for the High Score compo,
that joystick was perfect
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for our competition. So the High Score
compo was special this time with a
very nice game put together by Ant and
using Danny's joystick.

All the ultra cool and ultra rare
Commodore gear that was there on the
night belonged to Zap, I noticed IRC
running on a PET. There was also and
Educator 64, I am sure Zap also
mentioned something about having a
SuperPET. I’m looking forward to
seeing Zap's Commodore Hard Drive
working at next years C64 night and it
will be interesting to see what’s on
it.

I also meet Damian towards the end of
the night who I enjoyed talking with.
This guy used to fix Commodore gear in
a service centre back in the day and
this guy still knows his way around
Commodore motherboards.
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There was also a prototype cartridge
that was demonstrated for the first
time. This was meant to be kept pretty
tightly under wraps however someone at
the night, who shall remain nameless,
made a video of the demonstration with
their mobile and posted that video
onto YouTube (that video can be seen
at
ht t p: / /y o ut u. be / On Yi a 1a k NQ M ).
Details of that prototype have not
been released to anyone at this stage
and all I am able to reveal is that it
is intended that the cartridge will be
available in a kit version and also in
an already assembled version. The only
other thing that I can reveal about
the prototype cartridge at this stage,
is that it is in some ways similar to
the original EasyFlash cartridge
however it has many more features.
Now for those guys that were still
there at 2:00am, the best part of the
night was of course that freaky hidden
dungeon under the stage. Loved every
moment of the night, thanks again to
everyone that came and I look forward
to seeing you next year. Bring it on!

Reset...
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Deep Thoughts
By Merman
I still use my real C64 as much as
possible, but emulation is an important
part
of
the
modern
C64
experience.
Programmers use emulation for development
and users check out new releases quickly
by downloading and emulating.
The history of C64 emulation is longer
than some might think. Among the earliest
was an Amiga program and the accompanying
cable from York Electronic Research for
transferring files (the forerunner of the
X cables and other solutions). A famous
Amiga demo featuring SID tunes was another
key development. As PCs became faster, the
emulation became better. C64S and Frodo
set the standard, until CCS64 and VICE
came along.

These days there is a vast range of
hardware that can run an emulator or app.
Sadly this no longer includes iOS devices
- Manomio's C64 app was removed from the
App Store after copyright concerns. Apps
for the rival ZX Spectrum also disappeared
when it emerged the company behind them
had not been paying royalties.
My birthday in November was marked with
the arrival of the JXD s7800 gaming

tablet. It runs Android as an operating
system, with many great emulators including VICE - available on the Google
Play store. Its biggest advantage for
emulation are the physical buttons on
the front. It is much more fun to play
C64 games with the D-pad and face
buttons than trying to adapt to touch
screen control.
VICE on the JXD has allowed me to check
out many new releases easily. Connecting
the device to WiFi and downloading an
app to handle archives (such as ZIP)
means I was soon playing the brilliant
conversion of Donkey Kong Junior and all
the fantastic new games entered in the
2014 RGCD 16K Cartridge Competition.
With a memory card and the option of
HDMI output (by buying an add-on cable)
it is a great solution to allow C64
gaming on the go.

Visit Merman’s SEUCK archive, SEUCK
Vault, for hundreds of downloadable SEUCK
creations.
http://www.seuckvault.co.uk/
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Hardware Review
By Unkle K
Competition Pro Joystick
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Getting Online With Your C64
By Craig Derbyshire
Getting your C64 online in 2015 is easier than you think.
With a little know how and the right tech, Craig Derbyshire
will have you dialling up your favourite BBS in no time.
Let’s dial!

The VicModem was one of the
first Commodore Modems. At
up to 300 baud, she wasn’t
quick!

“If you get the
chance I
thoroughly
recommend
watching a
documentary
aptly titled
BBS The
Documentary.”

The Commodore Rotary
Phone. Thankfully, you won’t
need one of these!

Yes, non-retro heads may find
this hard to believe but people
(including myself)
are still
actively getting online with
their trusty old Commodore 64's,
albeit with the aid of some
modern tech. There are some
wonderful people out there still
creating new tech that can be
attached to your retro computer
to help leap frog it into the
21st century. A lovely specimen
from this available modern tech
that I will be using in this
article is the "64NIC+ Network
Card"
available
from
Retro
Innovations at:

user
to
experience
online
connectivity
in
true
8-bit
glory.
Play online Ethernet
games,
telnet
to
your
favourite
BBS’s,
and
tweet
from your Commodore!"

http://www.go4retro.com

When I say "online" in this
particular case, I don't mean
surfing the web. (Although it
is definitely possible). What
I do mean is connecting up
with BBS's, specifically the
ones that are hosted on real
Commodore
64’s.
The
BBS
(Bulletin
Board
System)
in
many ways can be considered a
precursor to the modern form
of the World Wide Web.

As quoted from
"64NIC+ allows

Back in its day BBS’s were
extremely popular and got many

their website
the Commodore
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a teenager into hot water over huge phone
bills, due to the fact that you had to
dial into the BBS's over the telephone
network which sometimes involved long
distance calling. If you get the chance I
thoroughly
recommend
watching
a
documentary
aptly
titled
"BBS
The
Documentary".
Here’s
a
link
to
a
collection
of
clips
taken
from
the
documentary.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=A85RJMhB8_s

perfectly.
Once KipperTerm 2 has loaded up we will be
presented with an options screen like the
one shown in figure 1. Press “F1” to
select Telnet. We will then be presented
with something similar to what can be seen
in figure 2. We need to type in the
address of the BBS we want to connect to,
in
this
case
“madworld.bounceme.net”
There’s a list of active Commodore 64
BBS’s here at the c64 BBS outpost:
http://cbbsoutpost.servebbs.com/

Sadly, these days very few active BBS's
exist and the ones that do are run and
maintained mainly by hobbyists purely for
nostalgic reasons. They deserve a big pat
on the back for keeping the BBS following
alive. Today we are going to connect to an
active BBS that is currently being hosted
on a real Commodore 64 and luckily for us
it will be done via Telnet over our
existing internet connection, so no hefty
phone bills to explain!
We will be doing this in two ways:
1.

A real Commodore 64 computer with a
64NIC+ and KipperTerm 2 software

2.

Emulation via WinVice and KipperTerm
2 software

Figure 1 - Options Screen

Both methods work equally as well as each
other, but of course real hardware is much
more satisfying!

Method 1 – Real Hardware
We need to set up our real Commodore 64
with our network cartridge plugged in and
connected via Ethernet, in this case the
64NIC+. Next we load up a copy of
KipperTerm 2. The disk image is available
here:
http://retrohackers.com/download/file.php?
id=224&sid=4e93c67470910dc04ff006b96c1d261d

In my case I normally use an Ultimate-II
for loading disk images, but because the
64NIC+ occupies the cartridge slot and as
far as I am aware the Ultimate-II and
64NIC+ can’t be used simultaneously on a
cartridge expander card, I used my SD2IEC
solution on this occasion which worked

Figure 2
Next we will be asked to input the port
number, this should be shown in the BBS
listing on the c64 BBS outpost website
which in this case it is 6400. Type the
port number in and press “RETURN”. We will
then be prompted as to whether we want
vt100 mode or petscii mode, press “P” for
petscii mode. PETSCII (PET Standard Code
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of Information Interchange), also known
as CBM ASCII, is the character set used in
Commodore computer including the Commodore
64.
If all is ok we will be presented with a
screen like the one shown in figure 3. The
green border indicates that we have made a
successful connection to the BBS address.
After a few seconds we will be presented
with a screen confirming that we have
connected to a centipede BBS system, press
“RETURN” and we will be presented with
another screen asking us if we would like
to use commodore graphics mode and whether
we want 40 or 80 column mode.
Press “Y”
for graphics mode and “4” to select 40
column mode.
The BBS welcome screen should then load up
for us to admire all of its glorious
PETSCII artwork as shown in figure 4.

Figure 3 – Successful connection to the
BBS

Before we can start using the BBS we need
to apply for membership, we will be asked
for our membership HANDLE, NUMBER or NEW.
Type in “NEW” and press “Return”. After
this we will be asked enter a Handle/Name,
this can be anything as long as it isn’t
already in use by someone else, type in a
name and press “Return”. We will then be
asked for a password, type in a password
we will be able to remember and press
“Return”.
Next we will be presented with a screen
with a welcome message and details of our
membership including our membership number
which we need to remember, we will be
asked if this is all correct, if so press
“Y”. That’s it! We have now joined the BBS
and are free to use its facilities, the
next screen will be the main menu screen
as shown in figure 5.

Figure 5 – BBS main menu

From the main menu we can select to view
new messages, play games, download files
etc. I suggest the first thing we do is go
to the messages area and leave a message
introducing ourselves and have a read of
some of the other messages. It’s a great
way of chatting with other likeminded
Commodore enthusiasts, but don’t expect
any
instant
replies
as
not
everyone
connects every day. After that it’s worth
playing some of the games that the BBS’s
have to offer, I suggest Nuke ‘Em, which
is a great turn based strategy game.
Figure 4 – BBS welcome screen in glorious
PETSCII!
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Method 2 – Windows PC running
WinVice c64 emulator
Just before we get started we need to make
sure that our Windows installation has the
Telnet feature enabled, this is especially
true for Windows 7 users as the telnet
function
is
not
normally
enabled
by
default. Open up a command prompt and type
in telnet/? Then press enter.

In the Ethernet drop down options select
“RR Net” and in the Interface drop down
options select your system Ethernet port
as shown in figure 7 and click “OK”.

Figure 6 – telnet enabled

Figure 7

We should see similar to figure 6 if we
have telnet enabled, if not we need to do
the following:

Once our Windows telnet has been enabled
and WinVice Ethernet setting have been set
the next steps are exactly the same as
when we connected with a real Commodore
64. Note that we should not have to go
through this set up process again unless
we use a different Windows computer.

1.

Click on
Panel”

Start

and

select

“Control

2.

In Control panel select “Programs”

3.

Under “Programs and Features”, click
on “Turn Windows Features on or off”

4.

From the “Windows Features” window
scroll
down
and
select
“Telnet
Client” by clicking in the check box
beside it, then click “OK”

5.

Wait for Windows to install
telnet feature, once installed
window will automatically close.

6.

Once again within command prompt type
in telnet/?
And press enter to
confirm that the telnet feature is
now enabled.

Hopefully this little guide will encourage
some of you to take a nostalgic trip into
the
wonderful
world
of
BBS
on
the
Commodore 64. Happy BBSing!

the
the

Next we need to make sure that we have the
latest
version
of
WinVice
installed.
WinVice can be downloaded from here:
http://vice-emu.sourceforge.net/
Once WinVice is installed, start the
WinVice program and once running select
“ S e t t i n g s ” > ” C a r t r i d g e I / O
Settings”>”Ethernet settings…”

C64Nic+ Network Card and case.
Available now from Retro Innovations.
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Reset Q&A
What is Reset Magazine?
Reset Magazine is a free, non-profit fanzine dedicated to the Commodore 64 computer. Our
target audience is the casual Commodore 64 user and retro computer enthusiast. Reset is
distributed on the internet as a free PDF.

Who produces Reset?
Reset is produced by Reset Magazine Staff. We also have many others who make
contributions to the magazine. See page 3 for a complete credits list for this issue.

How often is Reset released?
We are aiming for Reset to be quarterly magazine. Keep an eye on our website or Facebook
page for information about release dates and you can also subscribe to our news and user
support mailing list via our homepage. Reset #07 should arrive mid June if all goes well!

Why bother?
Because we love the Commodore 64. Most of us have owned C64 computers for decades and
have a long history with the computer. Our aim is to create an entertaining yet
informative, light-hearted, English language magazine in the spirit of Commodore Format,
ZZAP!, Commodore Scene and Commodore Zone, that we hope people can enjoy, learn from and
have a laugh with.

Can I contribute to Reset?
If you would like to contribute to Reset, please contact us at our email address. New
ideas are most welcome. If you have a product that you would like featured, some news to
submit, or feel you have something else to offer please get in touch.

Can I buy a physical version?
A limited numbered set (30) physical copies of each issue are printed as Special Editions
and are available for a very short time at the time of publication for each issue. These
are sold on a first come, first served basis. If you would like a Special Edition of this
issue or would like to pre-order the next, please contact us at resetc64@gmail.com.

Can I advertise in Reset?
Yes, for free. All we ask in return is that you support us, either by plugging the
magazine on your website and/or social media, providing us with news or help us in some
other way. If you would like to advertise in Reset please contact us.

What is a Reset Ripper?
The Reset Ripper is an award given to outstanding games we have reviewed, which have
received a score of either 9 or 10 out of 10.
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Final Thoughts
Hello Readers!
I hope you all enjoyed the issue, our first for 2015. Once again, I need to thank the dedicated team of Reset staff and
contributors. Without their time and effort, this little magazine of ours wouldn’t exist. So, thank-you all. Also, a big
thanks to Dr J, Celticdesign and Shine for their wonderful work on the Reset #06 intro, which can be found on this issue’s
Mix-i-disk. Protovision were very kind to offer us some fantastic software for the disk which I hope you all enjoy, so please
support them, visit their page and even buy some software from the Protovision shop.
A big warm welcome to Alex Boz and Rob Caporetto who have joined Reset as staff members. It’s a pleasure having these
fine gentlemen on the Reset team and their contributions have been very much appreciated! Please take a look at their own
personal projects, such as Alex’s e-zine Ausretrogamer and Rob’s YouTube play-throughs. You won’t regret it.
If you enjoyed the issue please leave us some positive feedback at the Reset homepage or social media. Positive feedback is
motivating and it’s nice to hear from you all too. Reset is produced out of pure love for the scene and Commodore 64. We
write it for the same reason you read it - that warm feeling of nostalgia and the fact that the C64 has been a part of our
lives for as long as some of us have been alive!
Next issue is going to be a good one. I’m not going to give too much away, but we’ll be having some very special guests
making an appearance in the issue. It will be like hearing from an old friend. I can reveal that one of these guests will be a
Mr Lloyd Mangram, who has signed the appropriate paperwork and will be in to answer your letters for one issue only.
We’re not talking about some phony impersonator, it’s the real deal and he wants to hear from you,
bananas and all.
Until then, take care and I’ll see you all on the forums...
Happy computing,
Unkle K
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Blow the Cartridge
By Cameron Davis

http://inc-x.jimdo.com

